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Hawai’i UFO
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Classic’ satellite reentry fireball swarm mass misinterpretation
Perfect time to maximize witnesses – late evening, Saturday night
Clear local weather
Dozens of videos posted within hours
Majority of posters saw a structured hull with mounted lights, although a
significant minority correctly reported separate lights [which some
interpreted as a ‘fleet’ of UFO orbs]
Many off-the-cuff explanations such as Starlink launch or Orionid meteor
shower, or drones or balloons or secret military aircraft
Distance estimates ranged from a few hundred feet to several miles.
Many observers reported maneuvering including course and altitude
changes
Vehement attacks [worst ever seen] on the idea it was only a reentering
satellite, with nasty personal insults to proponents of that explanation.
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Photo Lisa
Cochrane

https://mauinow.com/2020/10/
25/cluster-of-mysterious-lightsobserved-across-maui/

Courtesy AMOS Haleakaia
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EYEWITNESS DRAWINGS
• NONE FOUND
• PLEASE HELP

• BEST VERBAL DESCRIPTION:
Kimberly Lani [Nov 10, 2020, then deleted] == I saw it, over the open molokai sky. We
don’t have much light at night, so it was very clear viewing. It was a massive thing, coming in
from south/west direction, headed northeast. I saw what looked like flaming lights in the
front, almost like a point. The lights all together, resembled a triangular aircraft shape. The
mid section had 2 bands of lights in a rhythmic circular pattern. It was quite massive, since I
don’t know how far away it was....my best description was saying it was as big as a small
neighbor Hawaiian island. Like Lanai. ?? That’s just what I could relate it to. There was no
noise around it, that we could hear. I swear, I saw what looked like an energetic behind it.
Not yellow in flame but maybe like a smoky type coloration. Definitely something there from
the rear, in contrast to the night sky.
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Typical comments 1
• Cuzzer55 == A massive mothership . But drboylan.com has related information about this subject.
https://youtu.be/r0eKSp0c5Ow
• NUNNA URBIZNEZ == The way the lights twinkle and appear to bank left doesn't look like
individual objects. It looks like one solid object. https://youtu.be/OHVzuAcWYIg
• Almut Behnke == I saw it too , it flew right over my head, the lights were different colors and it flew
from sea towards land.. not like they say rocket booster disintegrating over the water.. this thing was a
real huge space ship.. and it flew lower than on the picture here... and there was a slight sound and a
kind of tail behind it like steam...how would a rocket booster after 12 years have stable lights still
functioning? And this craft was not falling at all it was manovering...and it had a certain energy to it
also... https://youtu.be/XxTEl5cL-UY
• Gregory Gabaylo == It was flying so close! UFO!!! You could see the Lights! But in the Dark you
could see the Huge round body Spacecraft with no noise!!! MAKAKILO, HAWAII.
https://youtu.be/bsnrYh85c-U
• Mikhail Romensky == not a fleet, it’s huge ship. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PYSKehYrjA
• 808Man • Saturday night @ 10PM I took my dog to the yard in my Nuuanu home and looked up to see
what looked like a blimp-size object moving from Honolulu Airport to the North-Northeast covered in
lights. NO SOUND! At first I thought it to be a jet bound for the Mainland but it quickly disappeared.
The explanation of a Chinese rocket falling to earth make sense.
https://www.kitv.com/story/42818104/mysterious-lights-over-hawaii-ufo-or-space-junk
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Typical comments 2
• Eric Weiss == I saw it too, It flew directly over head of me as well. They are
definitely not telling the truth after seeing it with my own eyes. I was so bummed
that astronomer came out and tried to speculate... if he would have seen it, he
wouldn't be saying it was a rocket booster. Thing was so low, silent, slow and
had adjacent lights all traveling at the same speed, blinking as opposed to
burning off. I have no idea as to what it was, but it sure isn't what they are telling
us. https://youtu.be/gueJuqBF2iY
• L H == I was thinking from the first video that someone just caught a meteor
shower; they do look similar and there have been a few taking place over the past
week. Well... this video has blown that hypothesis apart! That is a BIG ship just
cruising right on by! Woof - that is crazy!! I honestly believe they will be landing
soon and in that - completely change our world in a great, new way. This is a good
thing.... Thank you! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PYSKehYrjA
• Frank Smith == At 11 PM at kona airport floated by me at 1,500 feet ,hugh!!! It
looked like a mother ship!!! Its was breath taking!! Its was no drone!!!! Silent and
big!!! https://youtu.be/OHVzuAcWYIg
• LeBron James == [I]t simply is not just a rocket’s debris. All the lights turn on
and off at the same time and they were seen from London to Hawaii. It has been
spotted countless times the past 4 months.
11/06/2020
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GRATEFUL DEDICATIONS

These research results are dedicated to several special groups of people, first of all the
testifying witnesses and the scrupulous chroniclers. People who are unexpectedly confronted
with a starting once-in-a-lifetime apparition, who then quickly and carefully document and
share their impressions and their environs at that moment, provide the critical grist for future
researchers. And equally important are the legions of unsung and often anonymous worldwide
preservers of ‘UFO reports’ and other anomalous observations which so often fall through the
cracks of scientific attention. These chroniclers, numbering in the thousands, have labored
tirelessly for decades to capture information they want not to be lost forever, in the hopes that
someday it could be important in making sense of it. Without them, most of such experiences
WOULD have vanished from human consciousness. Perhaps the explanations offered here are
not precisely in line with their own expectations, but they are sincerely offered in fulfilment of
their higher hopes that someday somebody would take real lessons from their efforts, and in
keeping faith with them, would show their labors were not in vain. Salute!
Mention must also be made of two other very helpful groups – my on-line colleagues on this
effort [as well as researchers of the past who placed their work where it could later be found
and used] and my critical reviewers who did NOT accept my assessments but showed me the
rational bases of these differences, and who thus compelled modification or elaboration of my
lines of argument, to the ultimate benefit. THAT process is on-going, as new data, new reports,
8
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summary explanation
• Source of fireball was quickly identified as the third stage of the
Chinese CZ-3B booster launched October 29, 2008.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venesat-1
• The payload is still in orbit. This booster stage’s orbit slowly decayed,
and a reentry warning had been issued.
• Actual reentry was about an hour past the pre-reentry prediction
interval, not unusual.
• Ground track for propagated forward motion to time of observed
fireball swarm precisely put the path right over Hawaii passing almost
due west to east, as actually observed.
• Surviving debris impact would have been Pacific Ocean far east of
Hawaii.
11/06/2020
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Event appearance and witness accounts fall within
classic pattern from the early Space Age
• Dark night sky, cloudless conditions
• Collection of bright lights moving ‘in formation’
• For overhead pass, takes about two minutes to cross sky
• Early phase with tails, which die out later
• Dazzling lights often mask dimmer background stars
• No sound
• Common misperception creates image of structured object
• Viewing overhead pass often creates confusion over swerving
• A dozen detailed reports on similar past events is in Appendix
11/06/2020
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RESPONSIBLE AGENCY ISSUED ROUTINE REENTRY WARNING

https://aerospace.org/reentries
/cz-3b-rocket-body-id-33415
11/06/2020

Reentry artwork for generic science
satellite, descent path too steep
Hawaii UFO Mothership RELEASE-1
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2008-055B 25 Oct 2020 05:24 UTC ± 1 hour
AEROSPACE.ORG

INITIAL WARNINGS CAN ONLY SPECIFY SEVERAL
ORBITS AROUND THE EARTH, NOT ONE SPOT

• https://Aerospace.org/reentries/cz-3b-rocket-body-id-33415
11/06/2020
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TYPICAL ORBITAL DECAY OVER TIME [TIANGONG-1]
SLOWLY, THEN BUILDS UP RATE IN FINAL DAYS
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ALTITUDE OF FIREBALL DEMISE

NOTE THE VERTICAL-TO-HORIZONTAL AXIS STRETCH
IS ABOUT 15-TO-1 SO DESCENT PATH IS VERY FLAT.

FIREBALL SURVIVAL DOWNRANGE DISTANCE
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CZ-3B third stage

EMPTY MASS
2,800 kg (6,100 lb).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_March_3B
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_entry
• Uncontrolled and
unprotected reentries
• Of satellites that reenter,
approximately 10–40% of the
mass of the object is likely to
reach the surface of the Earth. On
average, about one catalogued
object reenters per day. Due to the
Earth's surface being primarily
water, most objects that survive
reentry land in one of the world's
oceans.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_r
eentering_space_debris
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DOCUMENTATION OF THIS REENTRY
• OBJECT 33415 reentry prediction
https://aerospace.org/reentries/cz-3b-rocket-body-id-33415
• Haleakalā and Maunakea Observatories observation
https://fmph.uniba.sk/en/news-detail/back_to_page/fakulta-matematiky-fyzikya-informatiky-uk/article/vstup-do-atmosfery-a-rozpad-nosnej-rakety-nadhavajom/
• Haleakala telescope ATLAS all-sky monitor
• CFHT [CANADA FRANCE HAWAII TELESCOPE] observation
https://twitter.com/CFHTelescope/status/1320461779869323265
• Harvard ‘Center for Astrophysics’ SPACE TRACK report
https://twitter.com/bhiga12/status/1320520679209324545
• Orbit predictor results for object 33415 crossing Hawaii at observation time
https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=position+of+satellite+2008055B+on+25+Oct+2020+at+08%3A02+UTC%C2%A0
11/06/2020
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THIS EVENT: Reentry and disintegration
of a rocket booster above Hawaii
• A unique celestial event was captured on October 24th 22:01 HST
(25th 08:01:37 UTC) by the AMOS systems at Haleakalā and
Maunakea Observatories in Hawaii. The reentering rocket body CZ3B R/B (2008-055B), used to launch VENESAT-1 in 2008, was visible
as multiple rapidly moving bright lights crossing the entire night
sky and leaving trails in their wake. The event was viewed and
recorded by members of the public as well as the two AMOS all-sky
video systems. A high-resolution spectral camera also captured a
faint emission spectrum of the rocket parts as they burned up high
above Earth’s surface
• https://fmph.uniba.sk/en/news-detail/back_to_page/fakulta-matematikyfyziky-a-informatiky-uk/article/vstup-do-atmosfery-a-rozpad-nosnejrakety-nad-havajom/
11/06/2020
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ALL-SKY CAMERA
CAPTURES EVENT
2020-10-25
08:01:40 Z
[10:02 pm local]
Haleakala telescope ATLAS allsky monitor at 10:01 p.m.
Astronomers at the University
of Hawaii Institute of
Astronomy
• https://ogden_images.s3.amazonaws.com/www.mauinews.com/images/2020/10/27055850/object-in-sky-10-24-20.jpg
11/06/2020
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ORION

0
11/06/2020

MOON WAS
SOUTHWEST
OF HAWAII

moon
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Photo Lyle Krannichfeld
https://www.heavensabove.com/SkyChart.aspx
?lat=20.8432&lng=156.3627&loc=Unnamed&
alt=0&tz=GMT
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CHFT: Our east facing cloud cam caught what we
think is the re-entry of a satellite last night at
22:03:51 // 3:26 PM · Oct 25, 2020·Hootsuite Inc.
https://twitter.com/CFHTelescope/status/1320461779869323265
CHFT = CANADA FRANCE HAWAII TELESCOPE
CONTELLATION “ORION”
WAS DUE EAST OF HAWAII

• https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ElM5rzCXgAUfhho?format=jpg&name=900x900
11/06/2020
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Space-Track reports the actual reentry of the CZ-3 was 0802 UTC

https://twitter.com/bhiga12/status/1320520679209324545
• Jonathan McDowell @planet4589 Oct 25 == 2203
Hawaii Time? which would be 0803 UTC? SpaceTrack reports the actual reentry of the CZ-3 was
0802 UTC over 161W 20N so that seems to match
up!
• Brandi Higa == Jonathan, do you think that is
what many across the state of Hawaii reported
seeing yesterday just after 10pm HST? Pretty
incredible in-person!
• Nani Aloha == This was incredible! It flew right
over Mililani. How could something so large be
so close without any warning? This was not NOT
a small object and was well over 800 feet moving
pretty fast. How did it not show up on any radar
but a SR22 aircraft map caught electrostatic
image?
11/06/2020
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NOTE: REENTRY POINT IS NOT WHERE
OBEJCT DESCENDS VERTICALLY BUT
WHERE IT PASSES KARMAN BOUNDARY
GOING STILL ALMOST HORIZONTALLY

JM == It was probably about 60
km up when you saw it, with
debris stretching over several km
and moving at orbital velocity as
it broke up.
NA == Thank you! I am no
scientist but that seemed like a
close call to me.
22

https://Aerospace.org/reentries/cz-3b-rocket-body-id-33415
position of 2008-055B on 25 Oct 2020 at 08:02 UTC
UTC/GMT -10 hours, local = 10:02 PM
https://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=position+of+satellite+2008055B+on+25+Oct+2020+at+08%3A02+UTC%C2%A0

X
X = Hawaii
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Reentry track of satellite 33415 [2008-055B]
Facebook page of
Ravi Jagtiani
(JangoFixit)
https://www.faceboo
k.com/jango.fixit/post
s/3858451907522402
?comment_id=38592
30137444579&notif_i
d=160369457682857
7&notif_t=feed_com
ment&ref=notif

https://aerospace.org/reentries/cz-3b-rocket-body-id-33415

https://scontent.fhou1-2.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.09/122749875_3862554280445498_2287375176535877013_o.jpg?_nc_cat=103&ccb=2&_nc_sid=730e14&_nc_ohc=Japk01FVo2AAXrn3B9&_nc_ht=scontent.fhou1-2.fna&oh=02193a010898f4c4a9a8590ee04f0f7b&oe=5FBCDDBC
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UFO spotted over Hawaiʻi likely spent rocket
• University of Hawai‘i News == Thousands were mesmerized by a

mysterious flurry of lights that appeared to float across Hawaiʻi’s
evening sky on October 24, 2020. University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa
Institute for Astronomy Professor Richard Wainscoat believes
onlookers witnessed the reentry of a spent rocket booster used to
launch Venezualan satellite, Venesat-1, back in 2008. Video of rocket
body fragments captured over Haleakalā by an AMOS system camera.
Courtesy: AMOS Haleakalā

• Caption: “Video of rocket body fragments captured over Haleakalā by an AMOS
system camera”. Courtesy: AMOS Haleakalā
• Comments are turned off. Not linked from Facebook page.

• CLEAREST VIDEO OF SWARM – YOU CAN SEE A FEW
BACKGROUND STARS BEHIND THE PASSING LIGHTS
• https://youtu.be/W1VWNGja-UU
11/06/2020
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BRIGHT LIGHTS PASS IN FRONT OF DIMMER STARS WHICH REMAIN VISIBLE [CIRCLE]
AND NO BACKGROUND STARS ARE ECLIPSED BY A PASSING ‘MOTHERSHIP’ SILHOUETTE

https://youtu.be/W1VWNGja-UU
11/06/2020
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COMMON OBJECTIONS TO
REENTRY EXPLANATION

It was flying level, not falling
It moved too slowly
It had a distinct shape [oval, boomerang, winged aircraft, etc]
Lights didn’t have flame trails
It showed intentional, intelligent control
It changed direction
PERFECT VISUAL ANALOGY
It was too low
REENTRY OVER ARGENTINA
It blocked the stars as it passed
2013 May 10 00:57 UTC
Satellite 2013-016D / NORAD-39145
It had synchronized flashing lights
https://youtu.be/OWDBeVoJVV0
No warning was issued
And https://youtu.be/2BAy3Ze6JL8
Never happened before
Compilation
https://youtu.be/pM9zbpQYIJ4
No debris was found
11/06/2020
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Public mental images of ‘falling satellites’ are
widely shaped by false analogy with ‘falling
aircraft’, exacerbated by the common media
spurious analogy of anti-satellite weapons as
‘shooting down’ enemy satellites. But even
when shattered, the fragments maintain their
forward orbital motion by their own momentum.

INACCURATE DEPICTION OF
BURNING SATELLITE FALLING
DOWN
INTO ATMOSPHERE
11/06/2020

MISLEADING
ANALOGY

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE HAWAII
REENTRY OFTEN SUGGEST THIS IS THE
ARCHTYPICAL IMAGE OF A BURNING
SATELLITE FALLING OUT OF THE SKY.
Hawaii UFO Mothership RELEASE-1
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ARTISTIC LICENSE ALLOWED GLARING ILLUSTRATIVE
INACCURACIES IN THE DURATION OF FIREBALL PHASE

http://www.spacesafetymagazine.com/space-on-earth/malaysia-flight370/space-debris-meteorite-forecast-safer-aviation/
11/06/2020
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APPEARANCE OF REENTRY FIREBALLS CHANGES
• At the beginning of the reentry phase, decaying satellites are skimming the upper
atmosphere with tremendous forward speed, and they don't begin to visibly
DESCEND until long after they've fireballed into fragments, which occurs between 5060 miles up [the ‘Karman Boundary’], and a few miles lower. The satellite, and soon
after, the fragments of the satellite, are still moving horizontally at about Mach 25.
• The fireball phase is the most spectacular. Pieces break off and fall forward, along
parallel paths, in a cloud of sparks and dazzling stars, multi-colored from different
types of metals, and flaring from explosions of, or heat-induced spraying from fuel
tanks -- especially with quick-decaying booster stages in low, unstable orbits, within a
few hours [or a day or two] of the original launch, before residual propellants have
been purged, or have leaked away.
• With gradual slowdown, the flame trail diminishes and fades while each fragment’s
smaller leading shockwave fireball continues to glow. At this stage, tumbling irregular
fragments appear to flicker. That final fireball dies out while the objects are still very
high moving on shallow decline..
• This mass of lights and streaks moves, almost 'in formation', across the sky in total
silence, another eerie feature. At its speed during this phase, it can take one or two
minutes to cross the sky.
11/06/2020
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Flashing/blinking lights have
been reported before

WITNESS
DRAWINGS -SIMILAR
FLASHING
LIGHTS ON
1996 YUKON
REENTRY
FIREBALLS
SIGHTING
11/06/2020
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Relationship to UFO popular culture
Spectacular nature of such events is very attractive to visual media such as
internet YOUTUBE, etc.
In general, more respected UFO research sites accept satellite reentry
explanations
Solution of this unique category of reports does not reflect on the genuine
interest [even ‘unexplainability’] in other types of UFO reports, nor on the
legitimacy of any of the most common offered general explanations for them
Solution of this category of reports DOES reflect on the judgment and
reliability of those advocates who imprudently accepted and promulgated the
‘unexplainability’ of such events, and such serious misjudgment does reflect
on their assessments of all other reports that they have similarly endorsed
As long as ufology [‘UFO studies’] remains mired in these kinds of spurious
reports, it hinders its acceptance as a legitimate science-based field of inquiry.
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Relationship to reality
• The 'coincidence' of a documented satellite reentry fireball swarm moving at the same time at
the same rate in the same direction as the occasionally reported ‘UFO mother ships' becomes
significant when it can be shown to have occurred again and again all over the world.
• Such reports are found in UFO data bases and the collectors and archivists and disseminators
of these reports deserve credit for their diligence and accuracy. Salute!!
• The association is not one-to-one: it does not mean that ALL “mothership” reports are caused
by satellite reentries, nor that all nighttime bright light swarms are only satellite reentries.
• It's certainly correct to realize how it is difficult, 'a priori', to imagine how such once-in-alifetime apparitions can spark such ‘giant mothership’ misperceptions. It definitely “defies
common sense”. But that’s ‘earth-based’ logic, and space is literally ‘unearthly’.
• Nonetheless, the records shows that satellite reentries have done exactly that, many times,
and in a startlingly reproduceable manner with an uncanny similarity of results.
• These data are trying to tell us something that we didn't start out knowing, and we didn’t
even KNOW that we didn’t know. What we THOUGHT we knew, wasn’t so.
• For many people, including many witnesses as well as enthusiasts of the non-explainability of
such reports, it still is something they clearly do not WANT to know..
• The only productive response is to try to be open to reality’s unambiguous implications,
even if it is showing us evidence for what we don’t want to be true.
11/06/2020
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CRITICAL CULTURAL CONTEXT
In reading the following
witness comments it must
first be recognized that
similar descriptions have
been coming in from the
identical visual stimulus – a
flaming swarm of fireballs
from a disintegrating heavy
satellite skimming earth’s
upper atmosphere – since the
earliest years of the Space
Age. All over the world, all
cultures, all professions, all
ages, all awesomely similar.
[more]
11/06/2020

EYEWITNESS DRAWINGS OF A FULLY
DOCUMENTED SATELLITE REENTRY

TENNESSEE
KIEV

ZIMBABWE
BAHAMAS
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EYEWITNESS DRAWINGS OF A FULLY
DOCUMENTED SATELLITE REENTRY The

YUKON

March 30-31, 1993 - UK - cosmos 2238 rocket

FRANCE
ENGLAND
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[continued]

witness misperception is NOT
a failure of eyesight or of brain or
of rationality – it actually reflects
a survival-positive adaptation to
sudden surprising ambiguous
visual perceptions in which the
individual must amidst urgent
uncertainty quickly pick out from
existing memories what threat or
opportunity the perceived object
offers so that fast response can
be useful, even life-critical. Falsepositives are usually low-cost so
they are a preferred strategy – at
least, the genetic predisposition
to this trait seems to survive to
reproduce more offspring much
more usefully over generations.
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EVERYONE IS NOT GETTING IT WRONG
• Offering this explanation should not be misinterpreted to believe it
implies every witness to a fireball swarm [caused by a satellite
reentry or some entirely different multi-light stimulus] misleads
themselves into perceiving a ‘mothership UFO’.
• Past collections of witness testimonies [and this one, on following
pages] show there is a gradient of interpretations from starkly
separate lights all the way through a sharp-outlined large structure,
for the very same raw visual stimulus.
• As a rule, unusual interpretations tend to self-select into particular
reporting data bases. Viewers of ‘normal’ phenomena rarely report.

11/06/2020
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Strategy of public comment selection
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flavor of witness perception
Flavor of cultural context of commenter
Illustrate insights and misconceptions of commenters
Demonstrate dominant expressed attitude toward prosaic explanations
Provide thorough representative database for future studies
Since the act of commenting stems from pre-selected interest, these
results cannot be extrapolated to general public attitudes
• Key concepts are highlighted to allow skimming
• Quantity of comments is deliberately so large in order to avoid author
biases from subconsciously preselecting certain themes – so readers
should skip to end of sections when overwhelmed
• Main collection of general comments is followed by a smaller section of
specific reactions to the reentry explanation
11/06/2020
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Nature of eyewitness comments
• Poor descriptions of location and of object motion
• Estimates of range usually profoundly imaginary
• Light-swarm, versus single-object dichotomy
• Some outliers on flyover duration
• Clear expressions of how belief in non-prosaic stimulus behind
apparition is evidence of personal intellectual superiority
• Not a random sampling, but self-selected
• Occasionally edited for typos, and to keep PG vocabulary rating
11/06/2020
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NEWS MEDIA….

Note: The media is saying
that this was a re-entry of a
Chinese Rocket booster.
Looking at the video I am not
so sure of that explanation.
Normally space junk leaves a
trail like a meteor. Another
attribute that makes this
theory less likely is that some
of the lights were blinking.
11/06/2020
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INITIAL MASS
MEDIA NEWS
COVERAGE
11/06/2020
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INITIAL CHATTER WAS
VIA TWITTER, THEN
OVER INTERNET
FORUMS AND VIDEO
POSTINGS…

https://twitter.com/friederguy/status/1320595271932207104?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1320595271932207104%7Ctwgr%5Eshare_3&ref_
url=https%3A%2F%2Fshaamtimes.net%2Fen%2F2020%2F11%2F01%2Fwhat-is-that-thing-mysterious-hovering-lights-over-hawaii-spark-ufo-frenzy%2F

11/06/2020
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REDDIT: Lights over Hawaii = mother ship
• https://www.reddit.com/r/UFOs/comments/jhzifq/major_sighting_over_hawaii_last_nig
ht_if_you_look/
• Tkx421 == It's just an imperial star destroyer.
• Minx8970 == That’s what it looked like to me to lol. Looks like a giant ship :P
• Qwertyroffle == It's keeping its shape completely, unlike the example you provided
where pieces are obviously separating and burning up. Also, many of the lights in the
original video are strobing at a constant speed.
• Lionslappy == Yes I saw it it is a solid object, and it was slowing down… i saw it first
hand, it was flying lower and had a contrail behind it. .. it was a solid object, but why
would a stealth plane have so many lights
• Summed41 == If you look closely you can see the outline of a triangle. Also,
meteors/space debris moves much faster and leaves a trail. Very suspicious!!!
• Qwertyroffle == Also, the same lights are strobing in a repetitive manner. It doesn't
seem like anything that's burning up in the atmosphere, such as a meteor. In a couple of
the videos, you can hear people mentioning that it's making a sound.
• Thepolishpen == These triangles have to be human-made.
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https://www.reddit.com/r/UFOs/comments/jhzifq/major_sighti
ng_over_hawaii_last_night_if_you_look/
• Bagpipemegababe == It seemed like a lot of individual lights, all very
bright but one looked like a plane blinking light, while the others remained
solid…. They were all moving at the same speed but in different brightness,
with one in particular looking very much like a plane blinking light. But
there was a LOT of lights. I thought it was a meteor breaking up, but the
one flashing light made me question it. It covered a large area of the sky.
• Debacol == that clearer vid shows something sort of strange: pay attention
from 0:55-1:00. You'll notice the flightpath of the objects cuts in towards
the house and doesnt follow a predictable path. If its the satellite debris,
I'd like an explanation of why they ALL cut in like that.
• AnySIMPERS == IMO this is the exact same craft. Also the color of the sky
gives us a better perspective on the size of it which is fuc4ing huge.
Looking up a breaking up meteor entry it doesn't really look anything like
this or move at this speed.
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major_sighting_over_hawaii_last_night_if_you_look/

#2

• nySIMPERS == What. The. Fuc4. That is straight up a Protoss Carrier from
StarCraft2.
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Crystal clear footage appears to show a UFO in
the night sky -- SWNS - 29 October 2020
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/crystal-clear-footage-appears-show-101900669.html

• This crystal clear footage seems to show the moment a UFO
appeared in the night sky above Hawaii. The strange sighting
occurred outside Splasher's Grill in Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, at 8.50pm
last Saturday [Oct 24]. …
• The source, who took the video and has asked to stay anonymous,
insisted the strange constellation of moving lights was definitely not
an aircraft. He added that he could not hear the sound of an airplane
as the strange object moved overhead. "It was definitely a UFO," he
said.
• "The thing shows up and everyone just panicked. I'm very skeptical,
but it doesn't look like any military tech. "It didn't sound like it had
any propulsion system at all and it was pretty close to us."
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Tom George // October 25 at 10:26 AM ·
UFO? Meteor? — Anyone else see these mysterious lights floating around Oahu last night?
https://www.facebook.com/tomgeorgetv/posts/5188298421196264

JO: EXCELLENT VIDEO

tomgregeo@gmail.com

• Win Castillo == Saw it to last night Waikele area. I told my wife that couldn’t be Elon
because he has a trail or strings of lights this one however is in a cluster.
• Analyn Roy == Win Castillo it could be stealth bombers (B-2) flying in formation. They’re
quiet and the lights look just about right. Plus Elon Musk lights are usually straight.
• Bj-Leialoha N Keahi-Javine == That looks nothing close to a meteor shower. Definitely
something strange. It’s not satellites either. They move to close to each other to be
satellites too.
• Tommy Zoeller == We saw this last night at 10 PM!! Was right over the buildings
downtown Honolulu!! Was SO CLOSE, it could not be satellites! It completely blew our
mind
• Danielle Theresa Battisti == Interesting that our skies are not being watched! No one
knows...even " experts“
• Pat Path HT == We saw that last night around 9:30 to 10,
• Luke Grimm == Is it me or does the sound sound like a flying car in the jetsons
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• Howard C. Sadler == satellite fall from orbit and burn up not cruise the sky low and slow
• Alma Bayomi == It had a form and moved quickly through the air. Go home ET.
• Kev Mac == I wonder howcome all ufo videos no can see the outline of the aircraft even
though get plenty lights. But when you see one plane or helicopter you can see the
outline. Weird
• Almut marion == different frequency out brain is not used to
• Jake Kunukau == Looks like something is breaking up in the atmosphere
• Loren carlos == It’s a meteor.... breaking up as it entered our atmosphere and burning.
Stop with the panic and heretic craze people.
• Rosalinda M. Chavez == Wow I thought I would be the only one to see this thank you for
your post

• Raine Kush == Why are people calling it lights ??? There was a shape ... an
outline .. it was a flying ship with lights . Or plane whatever . I was up real high
so I seen it closer ... mmmm hmmm ... just “lights” okaaaaa
• Neida Windle-Couch == this was at like 10:30pm
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• Dino Strong == Dat lights was crazy last night...it’s strange, no fighter jets responded to
those lights last night. Usually, if there’s something in the air unidentifiable, military
would’ve have had planes in the skies quick....for me , it was no shower of falling rocks
from space n it was no satellite.....it was something though.....UFO’s maybe....lol
• John francis rapoza == wassup bro. I seen um Kahului Airport. Look like a giant plane or
something
• Luis ramos == Could be space debris fall back into orbit.
• Luis Malave == Triangular shape UFO
• Natalia Abrams == not everything is a ufo. especially shaped like that and how it’s
moving could be metro breaking apart or anything else breaking up. there was a metro
shower last week lol
• Jaysen gomes == it ain't no meteor it was moving slowly and they don't move like that
why cant people accept its a UFO lol
• Ian Thompson == That ain’t no Meteorite that’s for sure more like someone is paying us
a visit ET in his Spaceship
• Ellyn Tong == Space junk burn up
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4 Typical facebook give-and-take
• Dani Tow == Watch till the end to see what it really was
• https://www.facebook.com/1573925576169029/posts/2934008316
827408/?vh=e&d=n
• [select ALL 35 comments]
• Jenifer Murray == Seriously?! That is nothing like a meteor shower.
• Monique Monteville == right..look when they zoom in...the lights are
stationary...it's some sort of ship...whoa!
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UFO IN HAWAII!!! Jane Namu
https://youtu.be/U4JKW-7QO74
• Jane Namu -- UFO over Honolulu. Husband thinks it was a swarm of
meteors. Many lights in formation. Looked like a giant plane, silent… It
really look like a plane!! The space between the lights formed like a
plane but its very quiet!! It even has a trail... We don’t know what it
was but it was quite scary and amazing to look at!
• Pemble Ohana -- We just watched this happen. What the ????? Everyone
tripping, I got video but yours is better
• Grant Bowen == Saw it on Kauai, it was crazy! Like nothing I've ever seen!
Was way too big to be a plane. I don't think it could be a meteor, seems
like Space X is the only explanation but even that isn't likely?
• Kenneth McClain == I'm here on Oahu too...I think it was a meteor that
broke apart into smaller pieces when entering the atmosphere.
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Jane Namu page 2 from arahsparks30

• It was amazing on Lanai! We were fishing down at KAUMALAPAU Harbor on October
24th 2020 at about 10pm - no light diffusion, just clear skies and stars.
• At first we thought it was a drone (we have a $hit ton here), but then it just kept
getting bigger and bigger, but so quiet (we can always hear the drones). Then it was
right in front of us, cruising right over our heads...
• …it had an airplane shape, but transparent, clear like glass but made up of all these
burning, twinkling, flashing lights. All the lights stayed in formation, nothing ever
broke off or dropped away like you think a meteor would . It felt so close, but we had
no reference of scale.
• Slow, intentional, and absolutely breathtaking. It continued over us and headed for
the mountain (Palawi Basin) behind us. I had goose bumps that would NOT go away.
We watched it disappear behind the mountain, leaving a long lasting trail in the sky
behind it. It was like the trail a jet leaves, but much wider (hopefully not a chem trail).
It stayed long after the cluster of lights passed.
• I half expected to see or hear this thing hit somewhere, it seems so close not to
make contact! But as quiet as it came it left. My jaw left hanging. Wow, just wow
whatever that was!!!
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Mysterious lights in the skies in hawaii
https://youtu.be/HlSB7q8cj3Y
• Milton Oshima == Yeah!, there were three of us and we saw that thing too!! We
were night fishing just outside of Keehi Lagoon on boat and about 10:00pm we saw
this bunch of lights flying across the sky from South to North direction. Made no
sound, almost transparent like, very huge!... compared to a regular plane. To me it
was shaped like a plane but almost 4 times bigger. It left a broad , straight trail of
gas or vapor behind as it passed. But just no sound! Just eerie to see something so
huge transparent looking and making no sound.
• kevin sutavee == [see full page]
• Rusdin Sobell == I saw it overhead it looked more like a plane and it wasn't that high
up in the sky
• Kered Rellit == We saw it on Kauai also! It was really weird. There's no way it was a
meteor shower.
• Donavan Wiese == Yeah it's not a rocket reentry rocket re-entry don't sit there
and blink like it's about 800 feet up wake up World We Are Not Alone ….
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Mysterious lights #2 [Sutavee…]
I saw it too in mililani, flew right over my head in the parking lot... but I didn't see
any trail of any sort... just traveled slow, low and silent.. mind-blown …. I saw it..
super low.. silent.. yeah almost shape of a plane, but no plane, no sound.. slow and
steady
hi jim. at my hand; at arm's length, it would have been about between 6,7 or
8 hands of space in the sky, all of it moved together, it almost looked like
there was an object, but there was no "object" there were a lot of lights..
the lights looked powered, but not like any lights I've seen before. I've seen a
report with video of what looks like debris coming into the atmosphere, it has
flame trails. so, for what I saw; (I did not take video) I will say, what I saw
looked nothing like the video with the flame trails, yes, that video looks like
debris coming into earth, its on fire it looks like a completely different event
from what I/we saw, there are several other videos out there with just the
lights moving slowly through the sky, no flames... it was traveling slowly
across the sky, it passed very lowly overhead, in mililani.. if that were debris, I
estimate it would be 150' above the deck, but lets say I was off by a factor of
10 and it was actually 1500', then it would have been even larger, and
traveling very close to the ground through densely populated areas..
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https://www.reddit.com/r/UF0/comments/ji36rn/
mass_ufo_sighting_hawaii_not_starlink_satellites/
• i_r_jt == It seems people would much rather debunk than believe. I
personally don’t see this as a satellite re-entry.. some steady lights holding
shape whilst others blink in a timed fashion.. If the gov don’t want us to
know, they provide us with a debunk or 2 and the sceptics do the rest for
them :/
• MysticalMindTribe == Witnesses are coming forward saying it was passing
overhead at a low altitude... Quote from witness Gretchen Watson after
seeing video - "This same object passed over our coffee farm in Holualoa
(Kona side) at 10pm on 10/24/2020. It was heading toward Mt. Hualalai to
the Hilo side of the island. It flew very low over us, very quiet and left a
white haze/tail for several minutes after passing over.“
• Cammyboom == What gets me is the clear white smoke left very low. No
one heard a crash? Did it not contact the ground?
• Meandodin == except this had substance. granted, it may have been a
meteor swarm, but this changed course, from heading north to heading
east. plus the arc of movement did not seem stratospheric.
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MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS MAUI OCT 24 2020
13,252 views // Oct 25, 2020
https://youtu.be/E9NDhDgZsek

• Cluster of Mysterious Lights Observed Across Maui “Maui Now”
received multiple reports of a cluster of mysterious lights seen from
various parts of the island from Kahului in Central Maui to Pukalani,
Olowalu and Nāpili on the West side. Video sent to us across our
various media platforms showed a streak of 15-20 twinkling lights
slowly pass overhead from the north, traveling southeast just
after 10 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 24. 2020.
• Joe Frazier == Slowest debris re entry ever. Must have had the brakes on.
• Eliot == First of all, this is NOT, Elon Musk's Starlink, Starlink, is somewhere
on the eastern hemisphere of the planet, no where, near Hawaii, so we can
count that out, and this is definitely a mothership, over the skies of
Hawaii, probably not the first, and most likely not the last UFO sighting for
Hawaii!
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MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS MAUI #2
• Jeffrey Morter== We saw this last night from our patio in Honolulu.
Our neighborhood is right across Nimitz from the airport. We see air
traffic fly over all the time, and the size of this was to large to be an
aircraft at an altitude high enough to be silent to us. My wife insists
the shape had a silhouette, but I think it was the light of each piece of
debris illuminating the smoke of all the other pieces. Whatever it was,
it was an incredible sight to witness in person!..... [repy] I would say
that the entire cluster was about the size of my hand. Slightly
narrower, but from the leading light to the last trailing was about the
length of my hand.
• Tyler Stillday @jim oberg So are the tailless lights we see a result of
the debris re-entering the lower atmosphere? Why are they staying in
formation so well?
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Mysterious #3
• Platinum Punk 444 == I saw the same on Oahu. It was MASSIVE. I posted
the video on my channel. Dude, i am still blown away … It was a
Mothership. We were shocked. All our neighbors saw it too.
• Austin is full Please don't move here == If debris re-entry was that slow
Elon would probably be able to catch his nose cones. This thing is just
cruising at a fixed altitude. The funniest thing is that when these goofballs
tell us these blatant lies they actually think we look at them as anything
other than puppets.
• Haley O'Neil == If this was space debris or whatever kind of lie they are
saying this is then why is it doing fancy flips and flops like it was doing?
• Nick Robinson == I think it's one big object! Lights are blinking in
unison!~ Peace!~
• Walter Bishop == It's amazing and definitely seems to be one big craft!!
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https://www.reddit.com/r/Hawaii/comments/jigzc5/astronomers_say_cluster_of_mysterious_lights_in/

• TimeConsideration883 == Most of us that had a closer view of this aircraft doesn't
believe it was a rocket booster, drone, meteor, or some of the other things that they
claimed it to be. This appeared to be some sort of stealth aircraft. It appeared to be
completely intact, not burning, and definitely did not appear to be falling apart.
• From my view, it appeared that someone or something was flying it and was in
complete control. It was very very large, flying very low, and absolutely no noise
coming from it. I was in the bed when I saw the first two lights, and went to an open
window and watched it until it was flying past my house, and then I ran to another
window to watch it as it appeared to be landing somewhere possibly in towards the
mountains in Mililani Mauka.
• I completely froze as did most people who were very close to this thing and did not
take any photos or video, so I will have to make peace with what the astronomers said
it was since I have no other proof of what I saw.
• Bakedwell == Yeah I was down in Honaunau up mauka, so essentially no light
pollution. And I gotta say, I agree that to my naked eye, it did not look like something
burning up. Yes there was flickering and the various lights of different sizes, but there
was no “burn off”. Every light I saw stayed in the same shape and pattern the whole
time. If something was burning up (I looked up videos of this) you would see some
lights fizzling out and peeling off from the rest of them. There definitely was a distinct
smoke trail for a few minutes afterwards though. Idk my gut tells me this was not a
burn up of space junk. Obviously professional astronomers > my gut feeling but it’s
still
not adding up for me.
11/06/2020
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https://youtu.be/w9o1HWVjrXU
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gretchen watson-kabei == This same object
passed over our coffee farm in Holualoa
(Kona side) at 10pm on 10/24/2020. It was
heading toward Mt. Hualalai to the Hilo side
of the island. It flew very low over us, very
quiet and left a white haze/tail for several
minutes after passing over. [reply] Looking
up at it, I would have to say from where we
were standing, more than more than my
outstretched hands - maybe 10-15 feet), no
distinct outline because it was just above
us - the front of the air craft had two bright
lights - one on top of the other, no other
lights on top that we could see, and at least
a dozen random placed lights on the
bottom of the aircraft, with ca. 3 small red
lights in the middle of the air craft.
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9 VIDEOS #2
• Shania Bravo == I saw it from Mokuleia! I reported it to the UFO
report center as “stars in the shape of an airplane” kind of like the
one guy said in the video. They told me I probably just saw Musk’s
starlinks but it did NOT look like satellites! I COMPLETELY believe it’s a
UFO.
• How to meet an Extraterrestrial == Here's a new view I found
[‘Excited itness…’]. No streaks of burning debris. Lights appear
attached to a structure.
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MrMBB333

https://youtu.be/0vESLDhVFVM
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“Hey what's up guys -hope everybody's doing
well and having a great
day. in this video we're
going out to Hawaii
we're going to start at
kona hawaii where jim
shared this amazing
photo with me of what
he was describing as a
large angel wing moving
through the skies of
Hawaii…. [more]
so i think this was some
sort of a large structure
moving through the
skies of Hawaii on
october 24th of 2020 at
10 30 p.m, and i think it
was some sort of a
mother ship.
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MOTHERSHIP #2
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Transcript re light blinking pattern

MOTHERSHIP #3

…. also i've got an incredible video from the big island of hawaii with multiple witnesses of what
looks like a large mothership moving through the sky with multiple lights on this large craft. .. ,
i'm going to play the original video with the narration from the young lady that was taking the
video you could tell they were very excited. … [they] saw what one young lady says … she saw a
large craft .. .these were moving at the same speed like they were part of something bigger.
some of the lights stay on the entire time, a couple of the lights you're going to see blink and then
there's a red light, that kind of comes out of nowhere right here in the front. only blinks once. The
movement is from the camera and you can see the lights here towards the front and I think
there's one on the side that that remain on pretty much the entire time especially the ones in the
front…. these things look like they're part of something bigger moving through the sky… ….. these
two lights up here at the top, they only blink like once in unison some of the other lights were
blinking like that one, those two would blink occasionally, not very much, these four at least
those three in the front seem to remain on the entire time. they all seem to be the same color,
some seem to be a little bigger than others. the ones that were blinking seem to be smaller.
you're going to see a red light up here in the front that blinked only one time. Um These objects
do seem to be moving all at the same speed, they're not falling to the ground, they're moving
horizontally through the sky. … ..i think it was some sort of a mother ship.
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MOTHERSHIP #4
• Todd C == I've always wondered what's up with the lights. I'm sure if they
wanted they could shut them all off and not be seen. Why have them flicker to
make odd shapes? I dont get it. Something tells me they are doing this to confuse
us and make us question what we are seeing.
• FEARMANGLER == Looks like a debris field and are basically spinning rocks
that are hot and are held in place by magnetic connection, lots of pics coming
out.
• Lois Lyons == It was seen over Maui, as well. Sightings reported from Kahului,
Pukalani, Oluwalu, and Napili, around 10pm.
• rubikova koule == probably Tr3B or A flying platform for heavy army equipment
transport its equipped with several jet engines inside of craft with quiet exhaust
system . Composite materials speed 350-400 mph ... they probably moving
something out or to Hawaii army base .. Phoenix lights was the same craft
• Anlushac11 == The Hawaiian lights are intriguing, At certain points it seems
almost like you can see a shape or structure behind the lights.
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MOTHERSHIP #5
• Zachary Faias == I live in Hawaii and saw that last night! It was not a meteor breaking
up and it was traveling along the sky. Super crazy!... No sound. It looked pretty low,
and was just gliding through the sky. That’s why I don’t think it was a meteor
shower because of the way it was traveling. [reply] From my point of view it was it
the sky right next to me. It looked as big as a commercial jet. No sound, I was
trying to find an outline but I was driving while I saw it - couldn’t really see an
outline.
• Micci == I have no alternative answer for this one! I can't even imagine anything we or
other countries have that size. But I don't know what concerns me more...foreign or alien!
• Brett Werner == Let’s not call it a “mothership”. They conditioned us from watching
stupid Star Trek and Star Wars and other junk. Let’s just call it a giant government craft.
Screw them.
• Lyreh Life == This is becoming such a frequent occurrence and I am so glad I have lived
long enough to see it become fairly common. We live in wonderful and fascinating times
• World AccumElites == Can't wait til this stuff is happening over major American cities... I
wanna see em try to deny it's existence then.
• Brad True Blue Bull == I saw a message from Facebook someone sent me that the
Paladians were sending a mothership over Hawai.
• Jill Randall == Lol! Elites and their expensive toys. Not an act of God. Do not be deceived
sheeple.
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MOTHERSHIP #6
• Janie Langley = I live on Kauai, saw a Golden Orb 10-23-2020 over then in
front of neighbor’s house. Golden light morphed into Silver light covering
entirely neighbor’s house. Lasted 8-10 minutes… Looked as if it was at
least the size of the front door, looked like a Golden Star.

• Jimo- Thanks for replying, this is unquestionably a rare and awesome
apparition. Was the main source of light between you and the other house,
or just in the same direction? And can you specify your geographic location
and the direction [east? northeast?] to the house so we can map out the
line-of-sight?
• [reply] I live on the N.Shore of Kauai. I am in a very rural area, mainly an
agricultural area with Taro Patches separating my neighbor’s house from
mine. I am Southwest of the other house by 3-4 acres or 250-300 ft. from
my house. I can only see this neighbor’s house from my Lanai, my house is
8’ off the ground due to being in the bottom of a River Valley( Wainiha
Valley). We are about 3/4 mile from the ocean.
11/06/2020
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Kamz808 https://youtu.be/ACjiWIUaNhA
Santa sighting or UFO flying over Oahu?
• Ryan Raymer == I just saw this in person walking the dog. It was
crazy to see! Glad you got a video! [In] Punaluu. It seemed way
closer. Right over my head.
• John Romano == Dude this is going to blow up and if it doesn't u
know there censoring big time this is absolutely amazing is there any
airports or miLiltary bases near you? …. 547 views and 25 comments
in 18 hours is extremely low for something this explosive there has to
be radar in the area that picked this thing up its way to huge really
interesting im mind boggled
• RJ Walls == Whatever it is & not making any sound?? WTF??? it's
Massive
11/06/2020
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Candace Madamba
https://www.facebook.com/candace.finch.50/videos/4107334785950404
• UFO on Maui last night! It hovered over our house for over an hour. It
seemed to be either round or triangle shaped with green lights. Someone
else I know saw a different one over South Maui a couple of nights ago that
was white with red lights.
• Any thoughts to what it is? It’s definitely not a plane or helicopter.
• [drone?] I think it was way too big and also it hovered for over an hour. ….
this was definitely not meteors. It was green blinking lights that blinked in a
consistent pattern in relatively the same general area.. definitely not
debris. It was hovering in the exact same area for over an hour. I’m leaning
more towards a large government drone.
• [the light swarm?] yes it was the same group of lights. They all blinked at
different times starting from front to back.
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Lights in the sky 1,040 views
Oct 25, 2020 “After school society”
https://youtu.be/HzPU2BF0cFA
• Keka Ramirez == Avengers aircraft xD but seriously. Absolutely it is an UFO
but maybe it belongs to the government. Governments have invested a lot
in technology that maybe we cannot see usual like this aircraft.
• Rodrigo Santos == Could you see if it was a bigger object with lights or
were lights like a fleet of small orbs?
• After == Looked like multiple objects. It went through a cloud and there
were multiple trails… like how when a jet passes through a cloud. There
was a bunch of small trails so it had to be multiple objects…. Kaneohe is
where I was when I saw it
• Micasa == People saying its meteors reentry its not theres no trail and the
lights seem to be in the same spot the entire time.
11/06/2020
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You Gotta Watch This! What Just Happened
Over Hawaii? Watch Now! 2020
• Thirdphaseofmoon // https://youtu.be/i0vXK50GajQ
• Steven Chiverton == looks like a large partially cloaked craft so all your
seeing it the body lights and the flashing nav lights
• Kerylorbs Multidimensional == Meteors don't randomly blink or move
slowly in clusters thru our atmosphere.
• Sandip Bhattacharjee == Clearly ..this is a whole craft.. triangular or
may be boomerang shaped..
• Lali == that is a giant craft
• Shivercanada == First one looks like maybe a secret space program
object that was scuttled. it really reminds me of the space shuttle disaster
coming in. Since they described” smoke” it was either a meteor that broke
up, a group of small meteors or the aforementioned
11/06/2020
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Third 2
• Rafiki Gator == First five examples look like a very silent hovering medium sized
“aircraft” shape, that has been retrofitted with silent anti-gravity hover similar to TR3b. Lighting looks like it was designed to attract attention. Interesting !
• Mark Eaton == Meteors look like shooting stars when they come into our
atmosphere. They don't hang around in groups. They move very fast, and all either
burn up or hit the ground.
• Josh MacIntyre == ThTs right , that ain’t no meteor.
• Dr Gunsmith == Absolutely this absolutely not Meteors or any other burn up
• Fish Tales == it looks like a large Triangular craft , definatly not Meteorites cause
they come down seperatly. This is worrying i hope all these sightings doesnt mean an
invasion, makes me wonder.
• Jason == Looks like one big ship.
• David Branham == I traced the lights and it has a shape of a battleship
• Thomas Mitchell == it looks like a cube spinning [{i can zoom in }
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Third 3
• TEX SUN -- How can anyone think the first video is a meteor shower when it has a
blinking light on it, and it was descending, I wonder where it went??
• Galena L. Barron-Sacson ==Meteors don't have blinking lights...
• gav hinds == They're not meteors either..I don't care what anyone says..
• Jonathan Rosario == Those don't look like meteor showers it's moving too slow
to be that
• John rizzo == one large shimmering transparent craft?
• Josh MacIntyre == And they also burn up in the atmosphere with causes it to
have a tail of some sort n this didn’t
• 2:00 == that thing looks really similar boomerang shape to the video before this ,
the one where it was possibly over an airfield and cut out just before it would
have flown over the camera? But wasn't that a totally different country? I may be
wrong but it looks like the side on angle of that sighting to me.
• Jersey Stotler == Doesn't look anything like a meteor shower to me looks more
like some kind of craft
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Third 4
• MrJrsdts == Meteors does not travel that slow. Somebody knows what it is. It’s
reminds me of one of those solar planes with real long wings they could be doing a
night flight. And they will be running off of batteries so they would be silent.
• paul rorick == Definitely looks solid
• Adam Rizzi == Plus starlink isn't like hovering over your house, its way up high
• wesley Cornelius == Exactly these are too low to be starlink...i dont understand how
people can mix the two
• Lauren Middleton == Looks like it’s spinning.. like a green diamond... Spinning
• Valerie Greene`== I can't believe people would actually think these are meteors. They
don't fly in a clump in unison.
• Father Jack == No way is that a meteor shower, what ever it is it's NOT burning up,
these people have obviously never seen a meteor or anything burning up as it enters
the atmosphere. come on guys use some of your enhancing filter magic, lets see if it's
one large object or a load of small ones.
• Sandie Smith == First of all, meteors don’t float around. Get real, people!!!! Good
grief!!!
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Third 5
• Venomvip == They do not look like a meteor shower. Maybe debris, but in the videos
they don’t look like there falling. Looks like a big object?
• Richard Allgood == Definitely some sort of large ufo...nice footage
• Salvador Garza == Its not a meteor, on someone else's channel they did frame by
frame and you can see a red blinking light
• Domi393 == Remember what Corey Goode said about the size of the ships that they
have in space? About 6 football fields and longer? Probably this was one of those, not a
meteor shover! The north-west side of Oahu is an interesting viewing point for these
kind of navy flying machines. Good luck to find a viewing spot there, cause everything is
non accesible, for obvious military reasons.
• Berkant Sokmen == It is a one-piece object.
• Lost Soul == That looks like a L shaped craft!
• P T == Those lights in the shape of a plane is a new quiet supersonic plane built by
Lockheed Martin and yes the plane can not be heard.
• Sherman Mcmullen == It's a spinning cube.
• Michael Ofarrell == It looks to me like 1 big object
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Third 6
• K Bell == How could anyone think it's a meteor shower, why are ignorant
people always in a rush to expose their stupidity.
• Mags k == Space debris,?,thats a massive solid object with lights, you’d have to
be crazy not to see that, oh my lord
• Ramona Ringer == Some kind of craft with some kind of stealth tech, except
for the lights
• shawn collins == Look on my channel. Filmed same thing 3 yrs ago Oxnard.
Someone needs to explain this crap. Same thing all over world. NO ONE IS
EXPLAINING.! Can't someone send recon to this when it happens? Drone or
copter to record it. Come on already...
• Alien Grey == Can't be the Orionid meteor shower, because they have
tails…One site thinks it's a rocket booster from a 2008 satellite launch, but how is
a rocket booster several pieces and why are some of them flashing?
• Tylor Robert -== is it in space or atmosphere? kinda looks like a large space
station mother ship approaching. ….
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Third 7
• Darrell Ranalli == Hey I got ufo video for 7.5 min it’s either spinning with
a beam of light on or flashing n was absolutely silent it was late at night
and thru my bedroom window so if interested let me know my email is
aradiazeppy@icloud.com
• Mark Peters == The object looks more like its constantly tumbling /
turning and reflecting moon light on one of its many sides VS blinking /
flashing
• Pemble Ohana == Ever since this happened I can’t stop researching and
thinking about it. Flew right over our heads in kohala.
• James Smith == My wife and I saw that last night. It was huge, silent,
looked like a fire in the sky at first, then like it may have had some kind of
invisibility device (like it was blurry on approach) then it was just like
boom! it was over our house. It was triangular, had multiple rows of
lights, dead quiet, we couldn't believe it. We've tripped out all day asking
each other if we were sure if what happened. It happened.
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Jeffrey Neubauer part 1 of 2
These orbs changed direction when passing waikoloa town. The
orbs were very low in the sky, clearly below the clouds during
most of my personal experience, before ascending into them and
disappearing on its trajectory torward the area between mauna
kea and waimea… [satellite?] Possibly the dumbest cover up
explanation I have ever heard. This is not what space junk looks
like when falling through our atmosphere. … space junk doesn't
continuously change direction in mid air. The one time I did see
space junk falling into earth atmosphere years ago; it looked like a
large fireball. These small, perfectly round, glowing white orbs did
not look even close to a fireball. They all stayed the same size, and
the first 5 to 7 never deviated from the V pattern. Anyways,
believe what you will, maybe one day that will change once you
get a first hand experience. [more]
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Jeffrey Neubauer part 2 of 2
…. I live in waikoloa hawaii and experienced these orbs up close and
personal for over a minute and a half. I spent hours today writing a
lengthy description on Mufon.com of what had to be the coolest
moment in my life. These orbs had no trail behind them and they
moved very slow across my neighbors house. You can check out my my
full description over on that website if you wish. The news tells us that
space debris fell from the sky last night; which by all means is probably
true, but what I witnessed last night was 100% not space debris….
These orbs were under the clouds, not far away from me. Some also
accelerated and then slowed down. One was spinning in a very tight
circle for a reason I can't remotely understand. Have you ever seen
space junk do that? I didn't think so.
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Cluster of Mysterious Lights or Massive Spaceship
Observed Flying Across Maui Hawaii | Maui Now

https://youtu.be/I2I9-VLwprc
• Cart blossom == I can see the top of the rear stabilizer.
• The Murphy Project == It's huge, and silent. I am not aware of Any aircraft we are in
possession of like this. I definitely can see the dimensions of it. Whatever it is, it's solid. … I
believe that they are not running lights at all. I think that the craft is actually glowing.
The way the lights are placed look artificial The object isn't seen exploding the
atmosphere. It is actually flying through the atmosphere at a constant rate of
speed. It is also quite close to where the camera is focused on it. It's glowing . … I
cannot agree with the popular idea of this being spacejunk, because It appears to
look different from my eyes. I have personally seen meteors break through/enter our
atmosphere from the Mojave Desert sky and other places. Even maybe some space
junk at times. But this to me, looks different. Unfortunately, not everyone is going to
come to the same consensus. We are all welcome to have our own particular
opinions, as such as you do, thanks
• Sterling K. == Was it silent? A jet that low would be loud.
Sean T == That wasn’t a cluster... that was one solid MASSIVE ufo. No question
• The Murphy Project == No doubt about it my brother. Most definitely a SOLID OBJECT
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Coast to Coast AM - October 26 at 12:51 AM

Link to Maui UFO video mentioned by George Knapp
during the break: https://youtu.be/I2I9-VLwprc
https://www.facebook.com/coasttocoastam/posts/10158618082997349
• Tony Del Duca == Looks to me like maybe a secret satellite that was scuttled. I
say that because another person that filmed it said that they saw smoke behind
the lights which indicates something burning. If it was meteors then you’d see
green or blue usually and multiple tiny explosions.
• Alex Brighenti == That video does not look like space debris coming through the
atmosphere. You would see flaming debris trailing.......this looks to be one large
object that is unified. It is too bad that part of the video is out of focus.
• Mackie Mookary == These types of Crafts are being seen and videoed in high
frequency around the world recently.
• John Anthony == Famous V shape that has been seen all over the world.
• Walter Fabio Zeller == In my phone it looks like a one solid object..no sound
...nav lights..blimp?
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Coast to Coast AM #2
• Susan Polla == My dogs were first barking and then intermittently growling
then as it passed they howled - There were clouds at my 800ft elevation but
the soft humming was something I could not identify as a helicopter or plane.
At the same time at 4,000ft my friend had clear view and called to say it was
a massive ship with triangle lights around the opening- Hawaii Island South
Point. Go to my page I have three from local Hawaii and Oahu. And this
was not satellites. Many of us saw it- the lights are the opening to a
massive ship… [page] Yes satellites are launched from Hawaii’s Vortex
and easily mistaken but this was not that it was the opening of a
massive ship that was seen in Oahu as well. The lights are the only thing
the cameras picked up. And my dogs do not get disturbed by satellitesthey were freaked.
• Alfreds Alohaart == Seen both at 4,700 ft [JO: his elevation?] This was eerie.
I live on Mauna Loa, put your fist in front of your face 8 inches away it was
that big ..a strange sound. I think anything coming into earths atmosphere at
high speed would be smoking hot. This was really close to me and my dogs
they sensed it. As well..it had intelligence.
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October 24 2020 UFO
4,565 views •Oct 25, 2020
https://youtu.be/Oeqhqsm5vS4

• Karen camp == not my video but a possible UFO sighting on
Oahu Hawaii. We looked above our place but saw nothing this
was around Ewa Beach area where it was spotted
• Davy Kamalii Jr.== I saw it too, it flew over my workplace. We got
to see it up close.
• Brandon R == Did it look like this? https://youtu.be/pv9vBX_pxOE
• July 18 - Something Strange Spotted in the Sky Last Night.
Location : Lubbock, Texas. What is it??
• JO – YES! Another satellite reentry swarm…..
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Alfreds Alohaart
October 25 at 10:59 AM
UFO last night Ocean View 10-11pm

Shary Crocker == Heard about these from another person too. I've been
seeing three at a time
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Excited Witness Describes Sky Phenomena as "BIG SPACESHIP" Above
Hawaii - NEW View From Honolulu! // 35,023 views•Oct 27, 2020
https://youtu.be/acNgCcpGlQ0
• Donavan Wiese == Looks to be only about three thousand feet up
• Wingsonmyback1 == looks to me like a transparent plane with lights on the front
and tail in fact the tail is high like a normal plane
• S. Pak == It's shaped like the XB-70 Valkyie
• Station Plaza == It has been theorized, that a very advanced secret space program
has existed for decades. It might be possible, that this craft is being allowed to be
seen by the public. The idea is to get everyone used to the idea, thus reducing
culture shock, as and when this space program starts to be revealed openly.
• Madeline Howard == I heard it was a Venezuela satellite and it ended up crashing
or being blown up.
• 4 DogNight == Independent debris would also not maintain uniform spacing as it
'fell' or moved through the sky.
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Excited #2
• Arch Angel == Mainstream quickly brought in an academic astronomer who stated on
mainstream news that “They are sure” sure that it was rocket debris finally coming down
to earth from a break up several years ago!!.... yeah right? I would say that if it was a
high cloud coverage that night, then this is Holographic, and the more footage I watched
of it I would say definitely, hologram on the clouds or misty thick fog.
• Ben Buckley == Expert say's , at this point i dont think the expert should be called as
the expert knows FUC4 ALL , Expert could be called a stable boy at this point as they
also shuvel $hit
• Carl Goring == Instead of it being a Chinese lantern some dick at the mauna kea
observatory has explained it as a Chinese rocket booster which was launched in 2008
and it just decided to come back down to earth 12 years later??
• Trevor Whitford == WOW That’s one massive craft of some sort I’m very surprised that
that didn’t make world news Simply just incredible
• Old Blind Darby == This is an amazing, mass witnessed, event.... truly spectacular! Not
debris or unrelated materials because they move in concert and their relative
orientation to one another doesn't vary in any of the videos, not just this one. Too slow
to be debris or detritus from space.
• Timothy Parker == Absolutely a craft. No doubt. It's easy to see the outline of it and
you got it on a big screen.
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Excited #3
• Nap Tv == Its amazing how dumb educated people are.
• larry Mansfield == It looks like several objects possibly tied together somehow,
while on fire
• Mark Pedri == I heard Mike from intelligence agency speak n July and he said
within next 12 months we’d start seeing spacecraft about 500meters in length
over every neighborhood world wide. Take it for what it’s worth but he said
they’ve found ancient records all over the world that these crafts accompanied
the binary system that our sun is orbiting now.
• Litha Litha == Synchronous meteor shower... Said no one ever... Except the
scientific community. Do they even look at evidence before making $hit up...
• Op Hs == Awesome. They're here and showing themselves. Welcome.
• NUNNA URBIZNEZ == That does NOT look like disparate pieces falling. That
looks like a single structure.
• Anthony Emrick == Makes it more compelling that there are Witnesses from 2
Different Islands that are Actually Pretty Far Apart. 35 Mins by Airplane.
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Excited #4
• tipical sintax contributor == Several ships LOCKED by unseen beam. See
through at times between lights. They have been seen separating then restaging
uniformly again. It's not a large ship. Just looks like it at night at times. They travel
locked as one. Then one ship has control until seperated, it seems. Maybe one
ship once locked together?
• Michael Davies == I saw movement around the middle section even though
the ISO was turned up on the camera to brighten it up. I think it looked just like a
firey dragon. The eyes glowed with a brighter light in the middle and it looked like
there were lights on where all the bones would stick out on the wings and feet.
• S A == Cool Isn't it amazing how we all see different things... It's like it's a
reflection of us as a person, more than anything else...
• Kilgore Trout == Meteor showers my a$$!! Starlink ya right!! Try again! Space
debris don’t change trajectory or speed. Definitive proof of aliens sharing time
and existence with us...it would change everything...every truth we live by would
be shaken to the ground...there is no greater revalation imaginable...no greater
scientific discovery.
• Never Give Up == I clearly see wings flapping.
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Excited #5
• Jekku == Hm, it's definitely a structure, and it's low enough that I don't even think it's
actually in the atmosphere, really. It's a couple thousand feet up, but I'm wondering if
it's some type of "watching" device (with all the lights and such), or perhaps they're
testing something. They've been putting SO MUCH stuff up in the atmosphere,
"satellites," wifti systems....who the hell knows what it is? It's not like they're going to
tell us!
• Jeanna Orris == It would be interesting to see a thermal view - couple of moments it
seemed to be fire coming off of the lighted up spots.. as if pieces of the craft were
extremely hot in spots.
• Ansel Reid == Let's not give those IDIOTS at the observatory a second thought with
their pathetic "debris field" lunacy, THAT is either made by US (covert) or E.T. because
this folks is DEFINITELY a CRAFT and with it being HUGE my monopoly money is on our
cosmic friends.
• Coqui Hernandez == It is definitly a plane the light at the high right looks like the tale
section maybe a secret new maybe old unknown plane
• Mary Roller == The first time you showed this, I could definitely see a structure.
• Bobby Parks == I have looked at so many of these videos of this "spaceship"/mother
ship. And you can clearly see an outline of the object. It's aliens 100% or this fake
invasion everyone is talking about.
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Excited #6
• ElectricPanda808 == And the 'official' explanation that we received on our local
news from one of our 'experts' was that it was a satellite that was launched in
2008. Yeah....and I'm Santa Claus.
• Peggy miller == It's a shame we can't see the outline of the of it. Looks like the
back lights were moving up making it look like a scorpion.
• louie scalf == Expert are either stupid or lying one is as bad as the other.
• Chris Anderson == In my opinion that's nothing re-entering the atmosphere
like space junk, a rocket or space debris. No flaming tail, sound and moving way
to slow, that thing was controlled and moving with purpose. I've a feeling we
may know very soon because something that lit up wants to be seen.
• Jeremiah Acree == Those flashes appear to be retro rockets for stabilizing
flight
• EFFECTED BY GRACE == These lights are moving together not moving
about some are flashing or some aren't plus at times you can almost see lines.
It's a structure, one piece.
• Yettobseen == There was no fire or flames, it all move in unison. Even the video
I saw you could almost see a shape, as if one object.
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Excited #7
• Brad Pitts == Definitely a space ship.. No doubt..
• Johnny Velez == Debris does not have flashing lights
• P Mac == ….. those seemingly unified lights don't really look any thing
like the behaviour of a field of individual pieces of falling debis.
• Lady of the Woods == That was amazing.... more and more being
allowed for us to see..
• Choose Logos == "Meteor shower" or "satellites" ? They want us to be
stupid.
• Firecracker == 100% without a doubt some sort of craft triangle back
end and the tip stretches out kinda resembling the old Concorde aircraft
from a little while back....imo
• Beaux Day Shush == Every time any govt. employee or company or
university that receives govt funding BLATANTLY LIES to us....they should
lose all of our taxpayer dollars.
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Excited #8
• F-Wing King Uncle John == Looks like one solid structure to me.
• Orena Lyte == So it's not falling, (no tail) it's flying? That's interesting. Rocket
re-entry would be falling right?
• slicerjohn 189 == The shape reminds me of the ship in Stargate destiny.
• Nyoka Sanders == With all the sightings why are there no governments around
the world saying anything? They have to know!
• Zachary Faias == Yup! I saw the same thing that very night! It was right above
me while I was driving. It started off looking like a star moving at first. I thought it
was the space station, but it was too low. Then all the sparkling/twinkling lights
started to appear. This thing wasn’t falling either it was traveling a path. No
sound and looked big as a commercial jet. My first “ufo” sighting in my life.
• rocketcab == .... yeah, right.... rocket booster debris.... with working strobe
lights attached ??? ! ! !
• Dom O == I swear these ships look like the alien ships from Battle Los Angeles
with multiple little firing engine pods on them, crazzy.
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Excited #9
• tracy owen == It's one of the new military planes I'm almost sure of it,
India China and the US all have new ones some look like triangles some
look kinda like the galaga ship if were laid side to side instead of up n
down.. lol.. I've seen the videos here on youTube.. but I do hope it's the ETs
coming to take care of COVID and maybe some of this other crap going on
worldwide.. anyways we saw the one over Wichita Falls Texas where there
is an AF base and it looked like this but several I'd guess... and about the re
entry of trash.. one recent incident I found the asteroid was indeed a
rocket booster from Russia 1961 and it took that long for it to suddenly
come back and sometimes we've had 4 neos a day, so I do think they
maybe building something up there and sending the trash back or
possibly making the old stuff fall back to earth.. we do have a space force
now so I can only guess that its gonna have a shop or something up there
JIC they need to fix something to get back home.. but why the need for all
that mess is beyond me.. but I'd but because if we dont someone else is
gonna is the answer as always... grrrrr
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Fleet of UFOs or one massive craft over Hawaii.

https://youtu.be/WuT19ERgKjk
• 70 WolfNippleChips == This one is astounding! There are so many videos of this one from different
people! I haven't ever been so excited about a sighting that i didn't see with my own eyes!
• Black Onyx == I don't know how it looks like a fleet. That looks an awful lot like the boomerang ship
seen during the Hudson valley sightings. That might be one of those delta shaped ships.
• Dave == Seem to be one of those triangles that can detach into several pieces. I give this a 10 as a
UFO. Now,, who else videod this same craft? There has got to be more footage. Just about everybody
has a phone.
• Skylar Irvine == And the scientists claim this is 12 year old space debris.. Give me a break. I am not
an idiot.
• MR Jigsaw == That looks like one massive mother ship to me..Thankyou for filming and letting
Onlyrealufos share this Camera person.. Thankyou Michael . I read your comment about the crop
circles and I agree..I wish someone could decode them, because I'm sure they are positive and
helpful messages our Alien friends are trying to send us.
• THE GOD OF YOUTUBE == That’s no fleet that is a single ship
• Xenobyt == Yeah, kinda looks like it.
• Bobby Parks == you can see in the beginning a shadow outline of the craft, it's huge.
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Fleet of UFOs #2
• Herman Prodj == No earthly ship is like this, its more like V shape or X shape. The
blinking lights are odd . Good footage.
• James Crothers == WOW, that is one BIG ship! I know they have been watching, you can
"feel" it. I was outside two nights ago, and there was a planet sitting out to the west of
me, didn't pay much attention to it till I came back in, it was bright about twice the size
of Mars, I went back out after five min. Gone! LOL, I'm usually looking for things in the
sky, but I was distracted by our cat. There will be more, I'm sure of that. Thanks for the
space to spill my mind, lol, and thank you, Michael, for showing us as much as you do.
Why has our governments, of the world said nothing to us about these sittings? There
have been SO, So many. God bless.
• Kai Miller == Looked like one big A ship with an aircraft chasing after, but....
• JW Dean == That did give the impression of being all one object, where was the air
force?
• El Gallito == Thats BIG. When do you think that we will have official contact with them?
You think they have good or bad intentions??
• Only real ufos == Judging by the crop circles that they leave, their intentions are good.
• 70 WolfNippleChips == They've been here long enough to have done it if they have bad
intentions. Look up Alex Collier, Mary Rodwell, Stephen Greer.
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Fleet of UFOs #3
Anonymous1hahaa
== it was hard to
watch this because of
the camera angle.
but it was kinda
good. looked like a
Covenant Cruiser
from Halo.

https://images-wixmp-ed30a86b8c4ca887773594c2.wixmp.com/f/e0dc8eb0-7eb3-4716-b7a1-4364a45acdc0/d6zq7aj-255dc85d-7b51-44ae-af98818a3bdbcf40.jpg?token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJpc3MiOiJ1cm46YXBwOjdlMGQxODg5ODIyNjQzNzNhNWYwZDQxNWVhMGQyNmUwIiwic3ViIjoidXJuOmFwcDo3Z
TBkMTg4OTgyMjY0MzczYTVmMGQ0MTVlYTBkMjZlMCIsImF1ZCI6WyJ1cm46c2VydmljZTpmaWxlLmRvd25sb2FkIl0sIm9iaiI6W1t7InBhdGgiOiIvZi9lMGRjOGViMC03ZWIzLTQ3MTYtYjdh
MS00MzY0YTQ1YWNkYzAvZDZ6cTdhai0yNTVkYzg1ZC03YjUxLTQ0YWUtYWY5OC04MThhM2JkYmNmNDAuanBnIn1dXX0.QA-bIpThgJtzZggFOg4l0gLU5n1P9H9cd8qF-0vw07Q
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Fleet of UFOs 4
• Parker Amadeus == I live here. They said it was rocket boosters breaking up. I
have seen many strange things in the sky here
• 70 WolfNippleChips == That's what i thought at first glance, but you can clearly
see in one of the videos the outline of this huge, single object! It's pretty much
boomerang shaped! Lol, do you suppose that in a boomerang shaped craft you'd
always make it back home?
• ReasonS DerangeD == That looks like a craft that’s sideways

• Maxheadroom1980 == looks like some kind of ship. I wonder what the military
have to say about this!?? No intercept? Is it ours? Is it a Chinese stealth ship??
• 70 WolfNippleChips == I saw a small, unattached light near the object. Could
have been with it.
• Darin Reynolds == There's way too many sightings going on something is up
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• Giant Spaceship
• https://youtu.be/h1y2QmjrgWE

11/06/2020

Platinum Punk 444 == I was SHOCKED
when my friend Jackie and I suddenly
saw this mother ship go above our
heads in Honolulu, Hawaii 10/24/2020
heading North. This sucker was
HUGE!!!!! I panicked and only recorded
9 seconds because it was moving fast
with no sound so I had to slow the
video and adjust the light and contrast
etc. 2020 is just delivering weirdness
every single day!!! Jesus... I am still in
shock and buying a better equipment
tomorrow ASAP. Something is going
on…. It was MASSIVE. Im just sorry i
panicked and didnt get a better shot. I
was blown away. I am still blown
away!!!
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Giant Spaceship #2
• Diego Gutierrez == I was camping on Waipio valley on the big island. It lasted like a
minute or 2. I had enough time to decide to pull my phone out, record, realize you
couldn’t see anything on the video, and then keep watching it. It looked like a bunch
of independent spaceships entering the atmosphere and then slowing down and
descending far into the ocean.
• Kimberly Lani == I got a really clear, good video as well, over Molokai...where our
skies are very clear due to little city lights. It was MASSSSSSIVEEEEE and I could
clearly see rhythmic, cyclical lights going around the mid section, 2 bands. They're
nuts, if they think we believe it's a returning satellite. hahahah!!!! Not sure how far
away it was, so I can't say actually how big it probably was. But maybe the size of a
small island?
• Karl Bonenberger == Maui Now YT channel has a decent shot of it.. Looked gigantic..
• Platinum Punk 444 == ... It was HUGE, long like a shape of a giant whale in the sky
and we could see its outline with the naked eye. All of our neigbors saw it. They
posted their video on YT as well. Go search...
• Don Johnson == How fast was it moving? The official claim is that it was a broken up
satellite reentering the atmosphere but it seems like its moving soooo slow for
something of that nature.
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UFO Mothership spotted over Hawaii!! What else
is going to happen?? == Super Trump 2020
• wesley Cornelius == This is true ive seen the vids look it up.
• Super Trump 2020 == I believe is a Us airforce Space force Ship. I believe
there are no aliens. Please Subscribe if u haven't and please share my
videos! Thank you!! I saw lights in the sky!!!
• Joshua Bratcher == I really believe it's just the SpaceX satellite system.
Or maybe an undisclosed earthly aircraft. It seems silly to me to think
aliens would bother to put lights on their crafts.
• wesley Cornelius == Its not starlink at all look up the new videos
uploaded on youtube an hour ago its a TRIANGLE the size of an aircraft
carrier....search maui ufo
• https://youtu.be/K2pP4Ddf2_Q
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Ghosts That Hunt Back TV

Major UFO sighting over
Hawaii last night. If you
look closely you can see
an outline of a triangle.
• tbs
Curtis == Need Some filters put to this Video . To see if We can get a Shape to that
Object, It Is something there . I Say.
Jeffrey Neubauer == It flew silently and slowly over waikoloa at 10:01 or 10:02 PM.
Moving Northwest towards waimea/mauna kea….. Holy $hit you got a video of it!. I
live in waikoloa hawaii and witnessed it flying over my neighbors house. I just finished
writing a detailed report on the MUFON website. [update] your right. It came from
the west and was going east/northeast. When I get time I will post the report
for you. The mufon guys keep emailing me a bunch of questions.
https://youtu.be/OHVzuAcWYIg
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Major UFO sighting #2
• NUNNA URBIZNEZ == The way the lights twinkle and appear to bank left
doesn't look like individual objects. It looks like one solid object.
• Xenobyte == I'm getting that too. You can almost see a silhouette that isn't
there.
• BRASUFO Associação Brasileira de Ufologia == No UFO. No ALIENS. Yes
chinese rocket.
• deezel jeck == Rockets aren’t triangular in shape. Stop being a sheep.
• Fallen Angel == If out of service why are they blinking ?
• Frank Smith == At 11 PM at kona airport floated by me at 1,500 feet
,hugh!!! It looked like a mother ship!!! Its was breath taking!! Its was no
drone!!!! Silent and big!!!
• Mikey == They are the watchers that are trying to liberate Earth from the
tyrannical terrorists that are holding humans hostage
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Fleet of UFOs or one massive craft over
Hawaii. Second video.-- Only Real UFOs
https://youtu.be/3PYSKehYrjA
• Trey Mitch == They are our owners and they are the writers and
programmers of this "life“..
• Carlo Soldev Borj == should be the exact same audacious ET craft
posted last on here, sighted in hawaii as well!....jees, a craft this huge
we should all be wary.....smells like a prelude to an invasion a'la
Independence Day movie......just like predicted by baba vanga!
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Prosaic explanation,
and reactions….
• Rich Giordano GUFONRadio / ·Oct 28

• Totally not at all. That is not a satellite breaking up. Show me
another satellite breaking up that looks like these ufos over
Hawaii. You cant! No trails, no smoke, no fire and plus you
can see a huge object in the video. This time you're wrong!
• https://twitter.com/ufoofinterest/status/1320686248726564867?fbcli
d=IwAR208A3PsSSVGeqeTSMgr5QCLKm2b4cXwLoF6subWB9CGAdvcA
TeVXil4Ys
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John O’Meara interview
https://www.facebook.com/mauinow/posts/10160387869389867
• Karin Camp == That is not a re-entry burn. Those were blinking lights of
different colors. People had video where it was hoovering and changing
direction. Junk doesn't do that. We know the observatory had to have taken
pictures and videos that are much clearer than anything we could have gotten
from the ground. Please show us the videos from the observatory.
• Neihoa Davis == I never knew thats it could make turns while falling? Or what
seems to look like in videos do flips..... NOT GOOD ENOUGH COVER UP....
• Karin Camp == Yep it changed direction. It hoovered. It had lights of different
colors. That was definitely not space junk…. If it was really junk it would
only fall down. If it was junk they would show us the images the
observatory got. They know it's a UFO
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O’Meara #2
• Marc Piva == the video shows an object moving (in the video) left to
right and then it flips upside down and moves in the opposite
direction, how can a rocket or any aircraft do that
• Misty Davis == Um if you clearly see the video it made a complete turn
and held its shape... not a booster
• Rich Ralston == I am sure you are familiar with Project Blue book and
Dr. Allen Hyneck. Who is paying you to make up this story about falling
objects? Do falling objects cruise over the Hawaiian islands and change
directions? Do they glide silently around and change direction? Or do
falling objects actually fall from the sky and land somewhere. Where
did this object land since you were following it and where is the
evidence that it actually fell into the ocean? Come on! You can do
better than this if you are going to make something up!
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MYSTERY SOLVED: Cluster of Mysterious Lights
Observed on Maui is an Old Rocket Booster

https://youtu.be/OodCzJeuFvY
Jamie Holland Brown == How does a
falling rocket booster fly up a hill? My dog
woke me up to watch it go from down hill
pass the Kona Airport then up over Hualalai.
It looked like transparent like glass with
twinkling lights.
JTruth Be Told == oh please. Cut it out
already. We’ve ALL woken up recently
except for these Bsers. … My thoughts are
that this guy is smoking too much Pakalolo.
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MYSTERY SOLVED #2
Surreal Sculptures == Rocket boosters? What are you kidding? Why
dont they just say they were fire flies? That is about as outlandish as
any explanation I can deliver.
jennifer Nash == Hilarious!!! people might have believed this bollocks
explanation in the 90’s but with social media it’s getting harder for
these so called experts to cover up with blatant lies.
Arni Sigurdsson == 12 years later with blinking strobe lights flying
slowly by, stuff reentering the atmosphere breaks apart and burns up,
the swamp gas theory would probably have worked better...!!
Clarity Seer == There are many videos of this event and in none of
them does anything appear to be "falling". I call bull$hit.
Steady Eddie == rocket boosters. I can’t believe he could say it with
a straight face.
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Updated October 25, 9:18 PM
• https://mauinow.com/2020/10/25/cluster-of-mysterious-lightsobserved-across-maui/
• Complete interview here:
• https://www.facebook.com/mauinow/posts/1016038786938986
7
11/06/2020

The mysterious lights in the night sky over Maui
on Saturday still has many perplexed as to their
origin, but astronomers say the believe the lights “in
all likelihood” were associated with the reentry of a
used up rocket booster from a launch in 2008.
John O’Meara Chief Scientist, W.M. Keck
Observatory says he believes the lights were from
an old rocket booster that launched a Venezuelan
communications satellite into space in China in
2008….
Maui Now received multiple reports of a cluster
of mysterious lights seen from various parts of the
island from Kahului in Central Maui to Pukalani,
Olowalu and Nāpili on the West side just after 10
p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 24. 2020.
Video sent to us across our various media
platforms showed a streak of 15-20 twinkling lights
slowly passing overhead from the north, traveling
southeast, and leaving a trail of smoke or debris
behind.
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Maui Now / O’Meara

1 of 3

• Rose Bagoyo == Whatever it was, it was amazing to watch it.
• Della Shibuya == All the lights moved in the same direction, just as you would
expect from something breaking up as it entered our atmosphere. Reports of trails
behind the lights are what you would see with super heated objects moving at a
shallow angle of descent as they enter. ... [meteor shower]
• Donavan Navanod == Rocket booster, satellites my azz. Government/FBI covering up
as usual.... gotta face the truth someday.
• Marianne Gill == Bingo! Last square on my 2020 Crazy #%&$ Bingo Crd!!
• Alberto Vera == The bull$hit they saying now!! It was a rocket!! ajajajajajajaja tey
think we are STUPID!
• Steve Flores == A lot of people have foil hats and it shows... lol!
• Dorothy Souza == Saw it about 10:00 pm last night passing Waimea Big Island.
Looked like shower of stars heading towards Hilo direction.
• Epi Agtarap == It was over on the island of Lana'i at 10:10 pm!
• Julie Chon == It was not moving around other UFO it was huge size.
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Maui Now / O’Meara

2 of 3

• Chistine Wiggins == I saw this come right over my friend and I in haiku last night.
It looked the shape of a plane/jet, but was formed of stars and made no sound. It
was the craziest thing I've ever seen.
• LDogg == Always someone trying to explain something they have no clue about.
Let's face it... humans are smart. .. but we don't know everything! How selfish are
you to think that we are the only one existing in the ENTIRE universe!!!
• Derek W Tiller == We saw it also on Kauai. It made no sound, all the lights were
going in the same direction and none of them burned out. Lost sight of it behind
clouds. It was later seen on Oahu by a friend of a friend. Pretty damn weird!
• Tina Moss == At first I saw what looked like fireworks twinkling around the palm
trees but there was no noise.... I couldn’t make it out, but saw that it was getting
closer and said WHAT IS THAT? ... we all ran onto the grass and looked up with
our mouths hanging open in amazement... It looked like a phantom plane with a
pattern of lights that remained the same and slowly moved across the sky right in
front of and above us.
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Maui Now / O’Meara

3 of 3

• Roy Gal == These are not satellites as they would not be illuminated at 10pm. Our
consensus at UH and the Maunakea Observatories is that this was indeed the re-entry of
the rocket body used to launch VENESAT-1.
• Mikey B == Spent rocket part that twinkle and blink. Then turn a 180 in formation and
then turn another 90 degree turn. -- Miko.
• Maui USA == It was space junk you idiot conspiracy theorists... that's it!! Holy shinkles, is
every local a complete moron on island puffing away at night?? I saw it with my own two
eyes from one horizon to the other all travelling in the same direction. It wasn't a bird, It
wsn't a plane... it was a booster rocket disintegrating out of a failed orbit.. done and
done.
• Michael Cox -- There are blinking lights, moron.
• Joel == Right, fool, that's why it was witnessed on multiple sides of multiple islands:
that's why it moved slowly horizontally; that's why all the lights were intact and moved
together. Maui USA, you fit the profile of a paid troll. I've seen hundreds if not thousand
of those types of remarks and your's fits the troll profile perfectly.
• Michael Cox == It's insulting to tell people this is an old rocket booster. THERE ARE
BLINKING LIGHTS.
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Scientists explain strange lights in the sky
KHON2 News

https://youtu.be/N4lmM3pPrI4

• kids place on channel 9 == No more lies you boot licker.
• Jude Jackson == The only space debris here, are the bits of brain these people
have have left in their thick skulls.
• Skylar Irvine == They can't pull the wool over the peoples eyes anymore. Time
for Disclosure, we're not children.
• Bastonero75 == I kinda stopped listening to scientists when it comes to
explaining these things. Most of the time their explanation is an insult to our
intelligence and treats us like were dumb. I think its offensive for them to think
they know better than the person who witnessed it. They werent even there.
• Annie D. == These people think we are dumb. it’s so annoying and the lady was
smiling as she was lying, so so annoying...
• deezel jeck == . Re-entry objects burn up leaving trails. Stop lying to us. We’re
not stupid.
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KHON2 News #2
• Austin is full Please don't move here == Until we start making these liars
pay they will continue the lies. Time for revolt people.
• Yennie De jesus == So it’s from China too huh and it landed it but you
don’t have the actual parts to show us.. Interesting.
• Judy Ross == THEY really think everyone is stupid
• Dane Ta Tua Tonka == Where do they find these ‘experts? Throwbacks
from the old Kona Lighthouse? So we got strange lights in the sky and we
need speculation from these people.
• Darrell Mayhem == We the people are not retarded ‼️‼️‼️‼️
• Edward Kea == Getting paid to read the script lol. Or he’ll get the ban like
Joe Moore did explaining that COVID-19 is the biggest lie that every
government was apart of to control the sheeple. Thirty seconds into his
explanation and they cut him off the live feed. They’ll always hide the truth.
Check out Truthairacy and Zach Hubbard’s channel for the real truth people
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KHON2 News #3
• rocketcab == .... they've been using that "rocket booster re-entry" excuse since
the mid 90's...
• Benjamin Evans== I didn't know that a rocket booster reentering earth with a
blinking red light, and moving across the sky with several other lights.. These
scientists are full of $hit..
• Claudia Y Reyes == IF YOU WANT TO LIE TO YOURSELF DO IT. BECAUSE WE ARE
NOT BUYING YOUR KIDS FAIR TAIL STORIES
• reno moore == Moving too slow to be a re entry fuselage never spacecraft total
BS it wouldnt move that slow
• MidgetMoney == I saw it in person very clearly, this is a BS explanation. It was
very cohesive, didn't change at all, was low in the sky and was not burning up
like space debris or a meteor (which I have seen before). I don't know what it
was, but it definitely wasn't what these folks were saying. The one scientist
looked like she was holding back a laugh like, you think they are going to believe
this?
• Kevin Campbell == What bull $hit. Rocket debris from 2008 with fixed blinking
lights. Time for these scientist to get drug tested.
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KHON2 News #4
• Antoinette Benjamin == Yeah with all those telescopes on maui and big
island not one could tell what that was.. All these bs is to much enough tell
the truth already.
• 5PuaAloha == To me, it looks like the helicarrier DARPA wanted to build;
with a cloaking device.
• Michael Monk == That booster burning up stayed in formation all the way
from Hawaii to the UK.
• searley 888 == Hahahahahaha! You've got to be kidding me!! lol lol lol!
Rocker booster lol lol lol!!!!!! Seriously, that is such a lame disinformation
excuse. It's genuine ufo footage.
• Bill Fred == My friend saw it and had no question about what it was.
Definitely a UFO.
• Dane Ta Tua Tonka == I saw it*from OceanView I would sooner believe
it was a Blimp than any space debris
• Austin00 == haha always coming up with some excuse.
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KHON2 News #5
• Mike Jones == Suck liers that was a ship.
• Sylvia Burnham == What a big load of shhh . How ignorant do you think
we are? Look here not there! Disclosure is coming and soon.
• DDD.144 == U Must Think People are Idiots!!! KEEP YOUR LAME
EXPLANATION!
• 70 WolfNippleChips == In some of the videos you can clearly see the
outline of the object. My first thought was that it was falling space junk
too. The people attempting to explain this event have obviously not seen
all of the footage.
• Jason Campeau == Why do you keep telling yourself lies without
proof...these liars will tell you anything without proof!
• Kawehi Onalani == My daughter along with my cousins all saw it last
night. My cousin said it almost looked like a little flying city bcus of the
many lights. We all know these people are LYING. Just admit it, it’s a UFO,
PERIOD.
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KHON2 News #6
• Jacob Rod == Bro space debris from 2008 was this really the best they
could pull out their a$$ lmfao.
• Satochi Nakamoto == I know right? It just 12 years to fall. Rocket
booster gimme a break.
• Ashley Thompson == Wasn't burning up or any smoke coming off it.
This thing was not in pieces, formation in tact.
• Rosalie Moessner == Not even a good try. Looks like the shape of a
plane to me.
• Biscuits 'N' Holes == Does not explain it away. All lights or "pieces" were
going the same speed and never changed. Different sizes of pieces would
have moved at different speeds. Weird!
• Danna == LOL Nice Try !! That is not a booster re-entering. LOL Those are
flashing lights on a space vehicle.
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KHON2 News #7
• Warrior for the Almighty == If you believe their explanation then you are dead
ALREADY! lies! All lies!
• Kathy Paaaina == Aloha no way do they hover like that or red light.
• Rico Lucas == Nope. Not buying it. I've seen plenty of meteors, comets, and space
debris.
• Jay Tee == Haha, good lie, they don't even move slow ahahaha! Caught in their own lie!
If it re entered the atmosphere, it would burn…. if you've seen shooting stars, and
other space debri entering the atmosphere, it would fall fast in a blink of an eye.
Like a meteor shower. If they're moving at that pace, in a slow pace, wouldn't
you question it?
• Edward Kea == Their minions are out to discredit the truth!!!! Be careful of all the
spamming lol
• Jeff Cramer == Where is the fire trail from the debris field .... Stupid scientists.
• MrThesilver1 == Strange that explanation I couldn't see from the footage "it breaking
up" all debris would be peppered across miles and if assume above built up citys maybe
even some minor damage to property, Anyone found any of this debris
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KHON2 News #8
• Lancearoni == “ experts” Yeah that isn’t rare lol holy fuc4 ,,,those people could
bull$hit with the best of them eh?
• Joe Shmo == You “scientists” should find another freakin job, How dumb can you
possibly be? How convenient that the “rocket booster” hits the atmosphere
right above the very remote Hawaiian islands... freakin idiots
• TheOsmanly == these lies about debris are the worst lie ever even a child can
make up a better lie what is wrong with you and you dare call yourselves
scientists…. Who do you think we are. Even a 2 years child can't believe such
poor irrational explanation, Why are you afraid to admit that we are not alone .
Of course, your Zionist rulers who rule the USA won't like that there are Master
rulers except themselves.
• Tom Sanger == Plenty of other videos of space junk re-entering the atmosphere.
When it does it always leaves a long tail due to the fact it is burning up and
disintegrating. Not so with these videos. Space junk doesn't twinkle.
• MrBgood84 == Even the national inquire had more believable stories......
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KHON2 News #9
• 74boii That == A rocket from 2008 launched and fell down in 2020 how
convenient is that? wooow what a explanation to public for them to believe or
how about this some type of cooperation told you to shut your mouth and told
you to say a bull$hit sorry.
• Greg Ericson == Experts suck - no way that's debris. You just never quit lying
MSM.
• Theaccountof2009 == Scientist don’t know what their [JO: sic!] talking about.
• Bailey Stoner == This is a complete lie. I saw it maneuvering
• Freddie Beltran == Look at the damn lights pattern it’s not a satellite, it’s would
have mixed chemical formation, not freaking blinking lights like a craft...
• Quốc Cường Nguyễn Văn == stfu these scientists know nothing beside their
paygrade....dont listen to them be your own judge...orb going with same
speed...like they belongs to one big mother ship passing the sky very quietly and
very close to the ground....come on guy u see it by your own eyes.
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KHON2 News #10
•
•
•
•

owl fire == i dont see anything breaking apart, lmao
Freetobeyou == lol rocketbooster. you are liars. the 666 knows the time is coming.
AlienScientist == You cannot possibly stop an idea whose time has come!
Dave Burton == Its moving a little too slow for rocket fallout it seems as thou its
observing!
• Cardea Muzic == Yet the flashing lights were patterned I’m sick of scientists use to
come up with dumb $hit. Stuttering Stanley lol
• Tristan == I saw somethig on sunday night and it was this glowing orb that hovered
then took off at the speed of light within a split second. These reporters are full of $hit.
Falling debris does NOT hover and then take off like that. There were pletny of planes
in the sky too so i had lots to compare it too. Not a plane, debris, or satellite. BULL $HIT.
• San-Rei-Karate online == I've also seen a lot of asteroids entering the
atmosphere and I also saw a satellite in 1990 that broke apart in the
atmosphere. This is definitely not a rocket stage or any parts that enter the
atmosphere and burn up. What nonsense the scientists tell us.
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KHON2 News #11
• Raven R == Bs, it was a spacecraft. My Tv froze up, and I could see the
entire object.
• hawkercaine hawkercaine == rocket booster would be burning up like a
ball of flame so called scientist
• chris bleau == Uhhhh, debris from a rocket booster glides slowly over the
Hawaiian islands?
• æ Able == Would have burned up way before it ever got close to a city,
not float like military chaf. Also we get warned any time there's even a
remote chance of debris falling from orbit. No warning anymore?
• Joeking haha == Wow our leaders really think we are stupid, actually
most are that stupid, stupid enough to believe this dumb a$$ story.
• D H == Bull$hit, those were not individual objects with lights. It was one
solid mass with lots of lights!
• Syn M == OK where’s the debris then?
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KHON2 News #12
• Afrostrology == damn ppl will lie their a$$ off for a goddamn paycheck.
• Rochelle Amadeo == Falling space debris would leave a tail of disintegration behind.
These lights all moved in sync with no tell tale debris of disintegration on the backside.
I've seen my share of falling debris and meteors in the past. I know what it looks like and
so do many sane people. We're not 2 year olds that need to be told a "story"? I'm
insulted. Those scientists are in total denial and lying too
• Kel Warn == Public to government - "What was that?". Government to 'experts' "make something up or we cut your funding!", Experts to public - "swamp gas?"
• Beaux Day Shush == Rocket debris reentry....no tail , plus the lights arced up, not
falling down.....plus the 2 spokespeople both have severe cases of dupers delight.
Starlink satellite?......no, see video of starlink....not even close. SECRET SPACE FORCE
?.....yes, If we have totally silent ships the size of pro football field, flying over a major
city. UFO or UAP ? ......yes, very similiar to the Phoenix lights crafts.
• lightsout303 == These are scientists? They cant visually see the difference between a
debris field vs flashing weird lights? There were no trails, tails, sound or extreme bright
lights...and they're responsible for...
• grandpaSstoned Again == Expert my ass They get paid for disinformation they aint
nothing to much indecisiveness in thier voice.
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KHON2 #13
• Sally Reinhart == The one scientist could not even look straight into the
camera and talk...total lies that they are trying to tell.
• Rochelle Amadeo == Falling space debris would leave a tail of
disintegration behind. These lights all moved in sync with no tell tale debris
of disintegration on the backside. I've seen my share of falling debris and
meteors in the past. I know what it looks like and so do many sane people.
We're not 2 year olds that need to be told a "story"? I'm insulted. Those
scientists are in total denial and lying too.
• TrueLove == LMAO they make up lies and they tell them!
Hahahahahahaha what a JOKE this world is!!
• Violet Skies == They think we're stupid. Many other "explained" vids
with comments turned off.
• kaenaboy 808 == Me and my family was by the aloha stadium on Oahu
for this Halloween event and we got the best view it was literally right
above us we know for sure that was not human. was this the best they
could do?
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KHON2 #14
• J T == If you watch the other video on YT you can clearly see the trails that the debris is
leaving. It almost looks like outlines of a spaceship but it is only trails. she is right about
it traveling at the same speed making it look like one big object with many lights. You
can also still see the stars in the background through the supposed Hall of the alien
spaceship. that means there's nothing there period. it is debris that is burning up.
• kaenaboy 808 == Me and my family was by the aloha stadium on Oahu for this
Halloween event and we got the best view it was literally right above us we know for
sure that was not human. was this the best they could do
• Randal Turner == The video I watched looked more like a b52 bomber with blinking
lights all over it. It actually was in the shape of a b52 with the wings and tail section lit up
• Naresh S. == Do they really look like meteor shower, look at their pattern, blinking
lights and speed. They are definitely UFOs. They are hiding the truth from us.
• L French Où T == Scientists explanation : A JOKE!!!! They would say anything to try to
explain UFO phenomenon... To keep us thinking we're alone in the universe (and most
intelligent)... Pathetic...
• gfhr b39 == If you were not there (in the sky), then I don't believe you. Period. What a
waste.
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KHON2 #15
• Scott smith == Oh really? Lol... Lady scientist couldn't even keep a straight
face as she told this retarded story. There are no real scientists today that
are funded anyway. Just as there are no real investigative reporters in
MSM. Only paid puppets.
• Eugene Strege == Usaf pretending to be ufo
• RESCUE 833 ENGINE PGFD == Don't trust anything in the sky with a
dozen lights
• Red Panda == Aren’t there thousands of satellites in our orbit with most of
their jettisoned boosters etc still orbiting too? If that’s the case then why
aren’t people seeing that light show several times a day? Or why isn’t
anyone notifying the people below that these re entries are happening to
avoid this exact thing? Oh right, because they’re lying. They’re not even
trying anymore, just throw $hit at the wall and see what sticks...
• Jose freyre == They always trying to hide something saying its this that sfu
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KHON2 #16
• Donald Hickok == It flew over Show Low Arizona and now Hawaii. That wasn't
Rocket Ejection Debris entering Earth's atmosphere. It was a UFO.
• Bereket_maat == These people will give u anything but the truth lmfao
• Ununpentium115 == Swamp gas. It's always swamp gas. Or weather balloon.
• Kräuterseuche == A rocket? moving like that over Hawaii and being a chinese
one? Pretty much not
• GreatScott == Bull$hit! Boldface lie! rocket Boosters and satellites reenter in a
blaze of fire! And they sure as hell do not have running lights! . We got company
folks.
• Vision Activa Chile == expert suck !!!! i lie
• Tommy Aventador == I'm worried that that guy is working at the Observatory.
What else does he see and gives a explanation for?? STUPID!!!!! He sees a Rocket
breaking up upon reentry and calls it a UFO, and when he sees a UFO, he says its
a rocket breaking up upon re-entry.......falling sideways and not running out of
flame.
• DJ Jam Fu == And not a satellite booster debris from 8 years ago...seriously lol
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KHON2 #17 https://youtu.be/N4lmM3pPrI4
• Ellene Hill== WOW!! So we are all idiots? The fact they think anyone
would believe this is completely crazy. I guess they really think, that we do
not think.
• Jose Cuervo == Yea yea they tell u people lies cuz yall cant handle the
truth and always panic .you guys suck dude
• LeBron James == They always say that there is a “simple explanation”
when they’re literally just trying to hide what it really is. Wake up people.
• Amy Kinney == space debris my a$$. Where is the tail? If it was
reentering the atmosphere at 10,000 mph, there would have been a fiery
tail, right?
• Thanos The mad Titan == Of course the government claims it was
military exercise I don't trust the government or the world so it is aliens
invasion and that you humans are doomed prepare for a invasion around
the world motherships all around the whole world try to explain that
governments when they have 150 motherships around the world bet they
won't
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Mysterious lights in the skies in hawaii
https://youtu.be/HlSB7q8cj3Y
• Christeen Grob == Debris, LMAO ! Next BS !
• iNFiNiTY == How stupid are those "experts"... I feel sorry for them being so
blind.
• Receiving Money == This is bull$hit. Why don't ppl just be honest? It was an
aircraft and that's okay.
• Tony Francesco == Why are they lying about this ?
• Brian Smith == Lmfao What!? That is not starlink dude that is a cluster of orbs or
maybe a solid single object with lights on it everything is drifting togther at a
steady pace. Great catch and find! Cameras shows white lights but im curious as
to what color in person bc ive witnessed orange orbs and i recently saw a black
mass dropping white orbs out of it.
• RPH Jacobs == They are claiming it’s debris from a Chinese spacecraft falling. No
way does that look like any rocket parts falling. Blinking lights.... perfect unity in
motion... horizontal movement.... any theories as to what it is??
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Hawaiian Island Chain Mass UFO Sighting
October 24th, 2020
PARADIGM SHIFTS

•

https://youtu.be/w9o1HWVjrXU
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UPDATE: WE HAVE NO WAY TO
CONFIRM OR DENY THE INFORMATION
BELOW IS WHAT WAS WITNESSED, WE
ARE SIMPLY PRESENTING THE
"THEORIES" DOING THE ROUNDS. AS
ALWAYS, IT IS UP TO YOU WHAT YOU
WISH TO BELIEVE.
Prevailing conventional theory is that it
is an old Chinese rocket body that burnt up
upon re-entry. Courtesy of Jim Oberg via
Reddit [links]
Meanwhile, witnesses are coming
forward stating that what they observed
was flying low altitude over the Island, and
others are saying what they observed
appeared to be 'One structured craft'.
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PARADIGM SHIFTS page 2
• richard Coughlan == Asteroids/meteors dont hover in the sky like this! Lol
• How to meet an Extraterrestrial == No kidding, right? Skeptics will always find
an explanation for something they cannot explain. Meteors. LOL
• Paradigm Shifts == Thanks for checking in with us on it. There are some who
are hypothesizing with documentation that it was just an old Chinese rocket body
burning up, yet several witnesses have come forward stating that it was a low
altitude sighting.
• JANEE DISTURBED == Seriously? You're gonna use literal personal footage
sent to MrMBB333, and claim someone said it's old chinese craft/rocket burning
up coming back down through the atmosphere (according to your description)?
We happen to know the people who captured this (at exactly 8p their time). And
on the same night, about 730p onward, many others across the U.S. seen the
exact same things! Us included. From NJ, SE Ohio, Texas, Arizona, Utah, California,
and Hawaii. All different timezones, different states. Ftr, any kind of space debris
or any crafts/rocket debris DOES NOT fly at a steady pace across the skies. They
fall while on fire. This particular video was of ONE LARGE CRAFT with many
lights, and a few other smaller ones following around it's back. This was NOT
CHINESE ROCKET DEBRIS or any other debris for that matter.
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Lights(UFO) seen over Hawaii in the form of
a giant Mothership == mavi777 UFO ALARM
https://youtu.be/CR3Mx_BEofs
• michael beardmore == “cant wait for the news reports of venus and swamp gas""
arnt they such idiots.
• michael beardmore == how can so many people NOT KNOW what a meteor
shower is or looks like, the mind boggles, ufos are real some people are
incredulously asleep to the world around them.
• FeedScrn == An alien craft can land on some people's front lawn... and the aliens
can come out and pee in their bush... and they will still say "weather balloon"....
Don't put it past them. People see what they want to.... truth or not.... Actual
truth events are not really that important in many cases.
• Jon Robichaud == That guy said it looked like a meteor breaking up and it did for a
couple seconds but it really looks like a giant ship.
• David Turner == I think everyone was right about the last object. It does look like
a row of windows on a huge spaceship.
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mavi777 #2
• TurtleIFO == Hi MAVI. Meteorites my bum. I have seen hundreds of them over
the past six years and they don’t change course. And as far as Starlink satellites
forget it. How big are they? The closest satellites can be from the planet are over
a hundred miles/or one hundred and sixty kilometres. And that’s when they are
directly overhead. Do you think you could see a small satellite from that far
away? Great videos mate. We live in interesting times eh.
• F-Wing King Uncle John == Well said mate, they deffo not no meteors.
Satellites even more barmy than the first one. Interesting times indeed bro’.
• Ken Kowalski == Thats a metorite!! Its breaking apart!! Yet its not moving and
its constantly flashing!! What a dipsy$hitee
• John Appleby == Can clearly see its a boomerang type crafts, powering up
• Demi Jones == THAT is absolutely a craft. At around the 4:20 minute mark, if
you focus on the bottom of it, towards the back, you can clearly see a geometric
formation of the lights. There are 4 lights evenly spaced in each corner with
another light precisely placed right in the middle of the perfect square.
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mavi777 #3
• Dennis Bohner == 'Meteorites'? Those people are thick.
• Michel SANNIER == Thanks mavi for video! Looks like it's a big
spaceship, what do you think?
• John Albert == Moving too slow to be re-entry.
• Hearher Raines == We're getting closer and closer to the time we
make contact
• Doug == A meteorite ... A meteor shower .. a meteor breaking up.
People are so scared of the truth they babble complete nonsense
that isn't even logical. It's exactly what it looks like ... A UFO.
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UFO-specific websites
• list
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Kab @Kabamur_Taygeta // ·Oct 26
https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1320900532379156481?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwca
mp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1320900532379156481%7Ctwgr%5Eshare_3%2Ccontainerclick_
1&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wionews.com%2Fscience%2Fstrange-cluster-of-lights-spotted-inhawaii-skies-over-the-weekend-what-is-it-338295

• Their cover story so far is that it's a Chinese
rocket booster from 2008. Only space junk. But
LOOK... You can clearly see a large Craft with
blinking lights, flying in a way to be seen by
crowds…. Probably coming from cloaked Crafts.
They try different ways to get our attention.
• Kab -- Media controllers correctly assume that no
matter how nonsensical the explanation is, most
people will believe whatever the establishment
tells them. It's not necessary to know these are
Pleiadians to see there's something extraordinary
happening here. https://youtu.be/E9NDhDgZsek
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From The Pleiadian Collective
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Kab 2
• WokeVal == Saw this with my own eyes while camping, away from city
light. Definitely not space junk. Most assuredly it was a craft while
purposeful movement. HUGE. No sound. Lights blinking in sequence. A
truly amazing experience. Grateful.
• James Ronald == That’s one of the best - I love reading all the comments
with these... I stupidly had the idea of joining a few ufo groups, apparently
we still think everything is a plane, weather balloon, light reflection, etc.
People really think that we are still alone in all this?
• Mammers == I saw this article a couple days ago and laughed. Those with
eyes can see.
• Steve Sikora == They are running out of excuses.
• Michael Shawn Mills == I think people are programmed to always think
the worst in every situation.
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Return of Phoenix Lights: Multiple UFO Sighting
Reports in Hawaii Spark Alien Debate == After
watching the video, several people have
claimed that the UFO lights were actually
the part of an alien mothership.
By Nirmal Narayanan Oct 27, 2020 19:19 +08
A creepy video shared by popular
conspiracy theory YouTube channel
MrMBB333 has resulted in an internet
meltdown. The video apparently shot
from Hawaii on October 24 shows
multiple lights hovering in the skies.
The strange event was witnessed by
several people, and some of them have
bizarrely called the lights an alien
mothership.

https://www.theufochronicles.com/2020/1
0/mysterious-lights-filmed-over-hawaii.html
11/06/2020

https://www.ibtimes.sg/return-phoenix-lights-multipleufo-sighting-reports-hawaii-spark-alien-debate52855?utm_source=social&utm_medium=facebook&ut
m_campaign=%2Freturn-phoenix-lights-multiple-ufosighting-reports-hawaii-spark-alien-debate52855&fbclid=IwAR0FlVaa9OBX5OVtFTKxSyXrCpr0_XeYY
ClTjvRGCZOOwjX1FqVx9fvLTnA
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Description: I saw a possible V shaped
craft, but it was hard to tell. It had lots of
lights and was very large. Some people say
it was a “mothership” I am a podcast host and
Youtuber, I put together this video…
Note: The media is saying that this was a reentry of a Chinese Rocket booster. Looking at
the video I am not so sure of that
explanation. Normally space junk leaves a
trail like a meteor. Another attribute that
makes this theory less likely is that some of
the lights were blinking…..
Update – Oct 31, 2020 – The witness
reporting the sighting stated the following: Yes,
I showed what a rocket Reentry looks like vs,
what people saw and also compared it with the
starlink satellites. This thing was it’s own
thing. It could be otherworldly, or
possibly just a secret space program. It is
hard to know.

• https://www.ufosnw.com/newsite/v-shaped-craft-with-lots-of-lights-over-hawaii/
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www.ufosnw.com
• Joel Wesley Small says: October 31, 2020 at 7:53 am
• Thank you, Mr. Puckett, for displaying this vidioed sighting over the Hawaiian
Islands. Like most night sightings, identifying an object or objects as a known
object(s) or unknown objects is pretty near impossible, so those witnessing
like what was seen can only ‘guess-ta-mate’ as to what it is that they’re
seeing, and this sighting is no exception, unfortunately. When I looked at this a
few times, I tend to think that there was one central object involved and
some smaller objects on it’s periphery. I listened to the explanations that it may
have been the fiery re-entry of a rocket booster, and having seen some such
re-entries, this particular sighting COULD have been that, but most of the light
sources appears just too steady as light sources not created by a burning and
disintigrating aerial object. SO – unfortunately we’re left at best with the
explanation of the sighting as an Unidentified Aerial Object, and the lingering
thought that it probably was a LOT more than what those explanations offered!
• October 31, 2020 at 8:13 pm
• Hi Joel: Good comments. I don’t believe that this a reentry rocket. Some of
the lights were blinking and there was no trail like would be expected when
material starts burning up in the atmosphere.
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www.ufosnw.com
• Jim says: November 2, 2020 at 5:48 pm
• Hi William. After watching this video several times I put it in my video
editor and slowed it down to 25% speed. There are 11+ fixed stationary
lights with 2 that are larger and pulse randomly together at the same
speed. Several extra small lights are in fixed position flashing
randomly. Since I could see no separation movement between any of
the lights I conclude that they are all fixed in position relative to each
other. I also conclude that they all appear to be attached to one moving
object. One photo posted appears to show a trail behind them as would be
seen in falling space debris burning up but it is just camera motion blur.
The media and astronomers (experts?) say this is a “re-entry of a Chinese
Rocket booster” . They are clearly wrong. This is a UFO of probably
large size. Keep up the good work.
• November 2, 2020 at 6:53 pm
• Thanks for your comments, Jim. Yes, I agree that this was not falling
space junk. It doesn’t fit any of the characteristics. I can’t believe
how the media will buy opinions from scientists hook, line and sinker.
One of my security cameras captured a Chinese rocket booster a few years
ago. It clearly looked like space junk.
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As it stands right now, the video from Hawaii is
unidentified. It doesn’t look quite like the reentries that had been seen in the past and there
is a real possibility of additional videos out
there. If those are located then a great deal of
additional information can be gathered, and that
is, after all, what science is all about.

KEVIN RANDLE IS AN
EXPERIENCED AND
WIDELY RESPECTED
UFO INVESTIGATOR

http://kevinrandle.blogspot.com/
11/06/2020
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I will note here that in
March 1968, the reentry of the Zond IV
did fool a few people
into thinking they
were looking at a
cigar-shaped craft
with lighted windows
along the side.
However, the majority
of the people who saw
it, understood what
they were seeing. This
was compared to the
famous Chiles Whitted
sighting from 1948
that lead to the
infamous “Estimate of
the Situation”.
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MAJOR GEORGE FILER
TBS
• Filer’s files https://nationalufocenter.com/

• https://twitter.com/alejandrotrojas
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UFOs over Hawaii. •Nov 8, 2020
Only Real UFOs https://youtu.be/x_-U0L3bFhU
• MR Jigsaw == That has to be one huge mother ship surly!!!!Can you
imagine what it would be like inside!!Lovely catch Camera person thankyou
and thankyou Michael and Have a Lush week everyone.
• Alison Downey == The ships are clearly starting to reveal themselves!
Help us on the way! Whoop whoop!
• Kainoa Wilson == Meteors???? First time I seen a bunch of meteors
travel in a group and blinking off and on like that?
• HOOROO TV == One massive mothership. I would have given anything
just to be there. Wish those huge craft would come down under
• 70 WolfNippleChips == This is one of many videos of this object! One of
them clearly showed the outline of a boomerang shaped object.
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Over hawaii
• Chris Beaton == Why aren’t these meteorites destroying satellites on their way in to
Earths atmosphere and I believe they have thrusters to move around and that’s
confusing to because what happens when they’ve been emptied of their fuel to move
around? And how many trillions of meteorites are the satellites flying through
• JW Dean == Space is big, even the garbage cluttered near earth orbit is
99.99999999999% empty space. So accidental collisions of anything with satellites are
rare.
• Mags k == This is a solid craft ,not like anything we made ,maybe theyve come to help
us from the virus ,then help theirselves to our planets desirable.
• a modern alchemist == Meteorite breaking apart??? R u fukn kidding me?? Does he
know how fast meteors fall to the earth??? Dude, go and start watching videos of at least
10 different meteors caught on cam and compare...not ONE will look like lights hanging
in the sky like this
• MAXandROBBIE -- Didn't know meteors blinked, cheers mate
• Bill Navarro == Big ship -- either it's a government black ops project or extraterrestrial -• normal 07 == The matrix really tried to tell us "meteorites"
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End Time Headlines
October 26 at 12:44 PM

https://www.facebook.com/endtimeheadline/posts/3832244150132911?__cft__[0]=AZWpDU65dMyfm3Woz33BRdYiaBc8e_MToa2nbu2A5n_gI_J6km0PcMQw9DlUoP4hVFAPfEHqy
Gr1ffrSR_o60kina14H3FCDRYPaXdISCLlu-hB2FoSqgxGeWIexP965DIMZ8fIRS2WOEHE7Mk98T-xY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Return of Phoenix Lights: Multiple UFO Sighting Reports in Hawaii Spark Alien
Debate == After watching the video, several people have claimed that
the UFO lights were actually the part of an alien mothership.
By Nirmal Narayanan October 27, 2020 19:19 +08
• A creepy video shared by popular conspiracy theory YouTube channel
MrMBB333 has resulted in an internet meltdown. The video apparently
shot from Hawaii on October 24 shows multiple lights hovering in the
skies. The strange event was witnessed by several people, and some of
them have bizarrely called the lights an alien mothership.

• https://www.ibtimes.sg/return-phoenix-lights-multiple-ufo-sighting-reports-hawaii-spark-alien-debate52855?utm_source=social&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=%2Freturn-phoenix-lights-multipleufo-sighting-reports-hawaii-spark-alien-debate52855&fbclid=IwAR0FlVaa9OBX5OVtFTKxSyXrCpr0_XeYYClTjvRGCZOOwjX1FqVx9fvLTnA
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Hawaii UFO Oct. 24th, 2020 :: Video and EXCLUSIVE
PHOTO :: May Not Be What The "Experts" Say It Was
Soul Dreamers // getwoke@soul-dreamers.com

// Nov 8, 2020

• https://youtu.be/swv3CTVgVhs
• At the end of this video I share an exclusive photo by which I received permission to share. Here's
my research to show that what the experts are saying of the October 24th, 2020 Hawaii UFO
sighting being a "rocket booster falling back to Earth and breaking up", does not add up.
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Eric Tyrone == Master the art of dream
interpretation … join me and the other Soul Dreamers
at https://www.soul-dreamers.com/dreaminterpretation-master-class

• TBS DISCUSSION
• This is a thoughtful, thorough examination of different theories for the
Hawaii fireball swarm, from a ‘UFO believer’ point of view. The author
needs some better appreciation of authentic space technologies and
methods, but his approach is sober and non-sensationalistic. It is a
good site for ongoing comment exchanges on this entire issue – see
you there!
• Brit very similar light-group - March 9, 2012 21:00 hrs
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OPEN QUESTION – WHAT ELSE ARE THE DATA
TRYING TO TELL US THAT WE DIDN’T EXPECT?
Rarely, witnesses to satellite reentry fireball swarms report the apparent object
was projecting SEARCHLIGHT BEAMS, sweeping the skies near them and ground
below.
One clue MIGHT be that the reentries that create the most dramatic apparitions
are NOT run-of-the-mill satellites. Once Ted Molczan and I got a long-enough
candidate list of 'best’ reentry-UFO perceptions, I noticed they were almost all
Russian upper stage rockets. Not payloads or window covers or jettisoned trash
cans, but big, hulking conglomerations of engines, heavy support bracing, and
tanks -- many of which might be not entirely empty. Would they, as they heated
during descent, spray fluids through broken valves or hull cracks
And that far up, near the Karman Boundary [80-100 km] there isn’t enough air to
be visible in a light beam, it has to be something MATERIAL – but since these
events were in Earth’s shadow, what was illuminating the ‘beams’?
This is an unpredicted and so far inexplicable feature that the DATA has insisted
we accept as REAL whether it's in accord with our going-in models or not. That's
what I find so wonderful about raw data when assessed scrupulously -- it can
slap you in the face with surprises.
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YUKON

WITNESS SKETCHES FROM YUKON [1996] AND FRANCE [1990] BOOSTER REENTRIES
NOT THIS TIME, APPARENTLY ==
OCCASIONALLY-OBSERVED &
UNEXPLAINED ‘SEARCHLIGHT’
FEATURE, POSSIBLY DUE TO FUEL
TANK VENTING FROM ROCKET
STAGES THAT WERE ONLY
RECENTLY-LAUNCHED
11/06/2020
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To be a better witness….
WATCH THE SKIES, OBSERVE, RECORD, REPORT…..
Gather observations dispassionately and try to avoid formulating an
explanation while observing and then recording your raw impressions.
Subconsciously editing raw perceptions based on an on-the-spot choice of what
it MUST have been Is the main error that untrained observers make.
Minimize as far as possible analogies to previous experiences or movies or
other narratives, because opening that memory channel often inadvertently
allows OTHER features of the compared-to memory to piggy-back into the
memory of the triggering event.
Record and report location, direction to event, angular size and speed [one
fist-width at arm’s length is 10 degrees], duration [sing a favorite song stanza
and count how many repetitions, then clock-time it later].
etc tbs
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Summary
• Across all the Hawaiian islands, an astonishing sky apparition caught
thousands of startled witnesses by surprise on the evening of Saturday,
October 24, 2020.
• Dozens of videos were made, and posted on the Internet. Zero drawings.
• The apparition was caused by the predicted natural decay and demise of
a large piece of ‘space junk’, the third stage of a Chinese rocket booster
that had commercially launched a Venezuelan communication satellite in
2008.
• The patterns of eyewitness misperception and misinterpretation of this
exactly same phenomenon match those of previous incidents dating back
to 1963, at the dawn of the Space Age..
• The eagerness with which UFO-related interpretations spread across the
Internet, along with vehement rejection of the rational prosaic cause,
sadly reflects a continued reality-defiant corner of popular culture and
significantly diminishes the chances of genuine progress in this field..
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conclusions
1. Personal observations of unusual and enigmatic sky phenomena remain a critical
engine behind some new scientific insights, and always will be.
2. The better we appreciate the full range of mission phenomena in spaceflight, the
better understanding and judgment we’ll have to be able to isolate and zoom in on
the most promising ‘unknowns’..
3. Events such as this one [and earlier similar events] sadly reveal widespread
public misunderstanding of fundamental features of spaceflight , but that identifies
areas needing better person-to-person outreach that everyone can contribute to..
4. This is a ‘fixable’ problem but the remedy isn’t top-down, It’s bottom-up,.
5. For ‘UFO studies’ this very specific category of reports is a dead end in terms of
the legitimate ongoing search for evidence, but may yet serve to advantage [with
other missile-UFO misidentifications] as a useful calibration of eyewitness
testimony of similar future apparitions -- and a cautionary tale for future events..
6. From all angles, these insights involve not hi-tech science labs but man-in-thestreet interactions to overcome these barriers. It humanizes the heart of research
on these topics and offers productive roles to everyone who feels curiosity.
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appendixes
• 1 Ted Molczan’s ground-breaking research and report == Visually
Observed Natural Re-entries of Earth Satellites
• 2 Related videos of reentries
• 3 OTHER missile/rocket/spacecraft events [non-reentry] that have
sparked famous UFO reports over the decades.
• Twelve famous reentry sightings – note the same types of witness
descriptions and drawings, and the same rationalizations that it could
NOT have been a reentry event, compared with the current Hawaii
case. These repetitive narrative patterns strongly suggest these
events are causatively and culturally related.
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APPENDIX 1

Visually Observed Natural Re-entries of Earth Satellites
Compiled by Ted Molczan

http://www.satobs.org/reentry/Visually_Observed_Natural_Re-entries_latest_draft.pdf
It can also be accessed via the following web page, along with some individual case reports:
http://www.satobs.org/decay.html#reentrysightings
The comprehensive set of web pages that I intend to be the final product of this research will include general
information on the science of re-entries and reports on selected individual sightings. A working prototype of the
latter is the identification of David Biedny's childhood UFO sighting in Venezuela in 1974, which he and his
brother disclosed on the Paracast in 2006: http://satobs.org/reentry/1974-060B/1974-060B.html
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Additional videos
• .
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vESLDhVFVM
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHVzuAcWYIg
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CR3Mx_BEofs
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E38M8LZBS74
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEhc8kSQ-y4
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Os7MAYeiCYQ
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0vXK50GajQ
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RELATED WITNESS MISPERCEPTIONS OF SPACE/ROCKET EVENTS
• Jimmy Carter ‘UFO’ was NASA ‘barium rocket’
http://www.debunker.com/texts/200829%20barium-carter.pdf

• Top Soviet 1967 ‘UFO Flap’ was space-to-ground warhead tests
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/soviet_1967_wave.pdf
• 1970s-1980s South American UFOs caused by Russian space launches
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/molniya_clouds_over_south_america.pdf
• Space Age ‘space clouds’ from worldwide rocket launches
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/Space_clouds-Strange_Spinoff_of_the_Space_Age.pdf
• California missile/rocket launches spark UFO reports
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/misperceiving_missiles.pdf
• http://satobs.org/see.../misc/20181007-mass-reports_1128.pdf

• Norway ‘spiral UFO’ was missile test
http://www.astronautix.com/data/norwayspiral.pdf
• Australia June 2010 ‘spiral UFO’ was Falcon9 rocket
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-falcon9s2-australia.pdf
• China July 2017 UFO was military missile test
http://jamesoberg.com/china/
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Details of a dozen previous reentry events
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 October 30, 1963 kiev swarm
2 March 3, 1968, Zond IV booster
3 Feb 11, 1976 , Baltic
4 Jan 10, 1985, Bahamas
5 November 3, 1990, France
6 March 30, 1993 - UK [Cosford]
7 Sep 14, 1994, Zimbabwe
8 Dec 11, 1996 Yukon
9 Sep 1, 1999 California
10 Sep 7, 1999 florida reentry
11 Chile-Argentina May 10, 2013
12 July 18, 2020 Texas
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October 30, 1963 kiev swarm – Kosmos-20 RB
http://www.jamesoberg.com
/1963_kiev-fireball-swarmrev-B.pdf
Double-blind ‘experiment’ in
misperception of an
astonishing sky apparition, in
the Soviet Union, by
investigators who did not
realize it was a satellite
reentry.
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March 3, 1968, Zond IV booster, eastern US
• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/Oberg/680304-Eastern-US.pdf
• http://files.ncas.org/condon/text/s6chap02.htm#S3
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Baltic, Feb 11, 1976 -- Estonia:
Iisaku, Jõgeva, Rapla, Tallinn, Tartu; Russia:
Kuzmolovo, Leningrad, Novgorod, Pskov

V. Gusca, "Балтийский болид (11.02.76) ",
November 25, 2013.
(http://nectonlab.org/index.php/k2items/katalog-materialov/info/meteoritika/44baltic-bolide.html); V.J. Ballester Olmos, FOTOCAT:
Worldwide Catalogue Of UFO Photographs, 2014.

http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/Ob
erg/760211-baltic_bolide.pdf
Mikhail Bortnikov, Sailor “It was 25-30
times bigger than an aircraft, it covered half
the sky. Moved slowly, gently and
horizontally. Its sound could be heard. Its
train was three times longer than itself and
it gleamed from red to orange and covered
the sky. The cigar was brilliant, and the tail
was dull aluminum. On it I noticed some
compartments and square hatches. ….”
11/06/2020
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Bahamas, Jan 10, 1985 – also Nassau, Spanish Wells, Cherokee R. Attrill, "Lights in the Sky - a UFO above the
Sound; Florida: Miami, Opa-Locka, W. Palm Beach, Vero Beach Bahamas", at www.motygido.co.uk/bahamas_lights.htm ; J.

http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/Oberg/850111Bahamas_spaceship.pdf

H. Tolpin, T. Dodson, "Stargazers Mystified As Object
Crosses Sky", Sun-Sentinel, Florida, January 11, 1985;
"Group Sighting of 400 Foot UFO in the Bahamas –
1985", http://www.ufotalk.com/group-sighting-of-400foot-ufo-in-the-bahamas-1985

Attril: “Calculations made based on the arc of sky covered by the object, and its estimated height, placed
its length at anything from around eight hundred feet - if it was at a height of two thousand feet, to a
staggering half mile in length at five thousand feet. Whatever it was it was certainly big! …Most other
accounts were similar, but some varied in a most interesting way. Patsy Saunders thought she saw ’a
huge shiny metal object with lights coming from the sides as if through windows,’ and Anne Parnell on
the roof top patio above the Swank Club said it looked like ' the body of a plane, with cabin lights
shining.' Judson Thompson of Village Road and Lionel Symonette of Highland Park independently shared
their views. All felt they had seen an actual shape with lights coming from it rather than a series of
apparently connected but random lights. ”
11/06/2020
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November 3, 1990 == France
• Gorizont-23 was launched by a
Proton booster on Nov 3, 1990
• Booster id 1991-046B
• Mass sightings and detailed
witness drawings across northern
France
• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/Oberg/901105French_wave.pdf

• Detailed airline pilot’s report of
encounter with amazing
unknown vehicle:
• https://web.archive.org/web/20030502043109/htt
p://www.zipworld.com.au/~psmith/pilot-ufos.html
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March 30, 1993 -

UK [Cosford]- cosmos 2238 rocket

U.K. MOD Case No. 933 (defe-24-2086.pdf);
Nocturnal light sightings in 1993
(http://thecid.com/ufo/chrono/nl/1993.htm);
G. Anthony, C. Fowler, "UFOs of March
30th/31st 1993 Explained!", Nov 2006
(www.mithrand.karoo.net/index.htm/cosford.
htm); J. McGonagle, Cosford (www.ukufo.org/cosford/index.html); D. Clarke, The
Cosford Incident (drdavidclarke.co.uk/secretfiles/the-cosfordincident/); "Los expertos
atribuyen la estela que cruzó el cielo de
Cataluña a un meteoro o a un satélite", La
Vanguardia, Barcelona, Apr 1, 1993:26; "Un
cohete ruso causó el fenómeno luminoso del
día 31 de marzo", La Vanguardia, Barcelona,
Apr 21, 1993:29.
11/06/2020
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cosford
• Dave Clarke April 22, 2014 at 8:37 AM == Although mentioned briefly by Molczan the so-called
'Cosford Incident' - a whole bunch of supposed low level UFO sightings reported from Ireland, Wales,
England and France from 0110 GMT on 31 March 1993 deserves more than a passing reference....see my
webpage for full details here:

http://drdavidclarke.co.uk/secret-files/the-cosford-incident/

• The 'Cosford incident' has become Nick Pope's 2nd 'best evidence' UFO story and it is often
uncritically championed by the likes of Leslie Kean who fail to mention it was caused by a rocket
body burn-up. As for Leslie Kean, Cosford is discussed on pp. 165-169 of her book "UFOs
Generals, Pilots, and Government Officials go on the Record." She mentions the Cosmos 2238 reentry, but somehow manages to ignore its significance.
• ====
• https://www.isaackoi.com/ufo/19930330-sightings-and-cosmos-2238.html
• Pope, Nick in his “Open Skies, Closed Minds” (1996) at pages 134-141 (in Chapter 8) of the Simon
and Schuster hardback edition, with the same page numbering in the Pocket Books paperback
edition.
• “The Ballistic Missile Early Warning System at RAF Fylingdales, with its powerful space-tracking radars, was
an important part of my UFO investigation. The authorities there quickly alerted me to the fact that there
had been a reentry into the Earth's atmosphere of a Russian rocket carrying a communications satellite,
Cosmos 2238. We postulated that this was a possible explanation for a cluster of UFO sightings that occurred
at around 1:10 a.m. on March 31.”
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cosford
Victoria Royce-Pagett [Aug 2020] = I saw it. I had
been dragged to a dinner party with my parents and
we were traveling back to bridgnorth through
telford. Dad spotted it and followed it to cosford. It
was big! Low to the ground and moving really
slowly, far too slow for a stealth bomber. It had
bright lights that were a brilliant blue. Before we
reached cosford, it shot off with incredible speed.
At times you could only tell it was there because it
blocked out the stars. A crazy experience
True Crime & Mysteries .. 7,916 views•Jan 9, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYLXbAy3MZM
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The Cosford Incident // 3,026 views•Feb 28, 2020
The Cosford incident was
a UFO incident on the 30th
and 31st march 1993 over
the skies of Shropshire,
England Over a hundred
witnesses, many of those
being military personnel
and police offices saw a
UFO fly directly over two
RAF bases. What follows
is an extraordinary story of
the "The British UFO
Mystery"

https://youtu.be/UAc8Ft0CNRc
11/06/2020
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Yesterday | UFOs Declassified: Ep1 Preview - The
Cosford Incident = 2,657 views - •Jan 21, 2015
UKTV -- This compelling new series,
exclusive to Yesterday, opens up recently
de-classified, top secret government files
to investigate one of the great
unanswered questions of our time: do
UFOs, and extra-terrestrial beings, really
exist?
Nick Pope extensive comments
https://youtu.be/jsmNvuzaL-s
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Remembering the
Cosford UFO Incident
https://www.latest-ufosightings.net/2013/04/rememberingcosford-ufo-incident.html
The Cosford Incident - "The British UFO Mystery!"
www.ufoinsight.com/ufos/cover-ups/cosford-incidentufo-mysteryhttps://www.ufoinsight.com/ufos/coverups/cosford-incident-ufo-mystery
Regarded as one of the most credible UFO encounters
on record by ufologists and skeptics alike, the Cosford
Incident in March 1993 still baffles and fascinates UFO
researchers today. As it was an event spread over
consecutive nights, the second event was witnessed by
multiple UFO researchers, with hundreds of reports
coming from witnesses.
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Zimbabwe, Sep 14, 1994 --

towns of Bulawayo, Harare, Hwange,
Lake Kariba, Mutare, Zvishavan; also Botswana; South Africa: Johannesburg

http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/Oberg/940914-africa-pdf1.pdf

• Investigator: “At 21: 10 in Hwange area, near Deka, seven people saw what
looked like a slow-moving aeroplane, as big as a Boeing 747 Jumbo, with
cabin lights. It was as low as the tree tops.”
• Invstigator quotes witness: “I saw an enormous object with flashing,
shimmering, smeary lights, moving low in the night sky. 'A faint outline of a
basic Zeppelintype shape was visible behind the very bright front golden
light; the white, bright lights to the rear of the head golden light, at the very
rear, were myriads of tiny lights, like satellites, which sparkled at intervals, of
a red, green, blue and yellow mixture.”
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

https://books.google.com/books?id=qmSrooK2
WGAC&pg=PA188&lpg=PA188&dq=yukon+ufo
+jasek&source=bl&ots=iInbNqX9KQ&sig=ACfU
3U0cth9K0iibtMtVubD4mMg1zxBGFQ&hl=en&
sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjFk9f5uenrAhUPQ60KHbN
gDFQ4FBDoATAIegQICBAB#v=onepage&q=yuk
on%20ufo%20jasek&f=false

Dundurn, Jul 3, 2008
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

Dawson 64°03′36″N 139°24′39″W
Mayo 63°35′39″N 135°53′47″W
Watson Lake 60.0628°N 128.7109°W
far se Yukon

,,,, There is also some evidence to suggest that this "sighting event" encompassed an even larger area as UFO reports
were heard on CBC North radio the very next day mentioning sightings in the communities of Dawson, Mayo and
Watson Lake. No witnesses from these additional communities have thus far come forward or been identified.
11/06/2020
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Yukon endorsed by top UFO expert Stanton T. Friedman
“The Yukon case IS emblematic of what a good case should be. I mean, sure, we’d
like to have a piece of the craft, we’d like to have the crewmember introduced for
dinner. BUT multiple independent witnesses lasting a long time, describing something
that’s WAY outside the norm, -- there’s no way you can make it into a 747, for
example [chuckle]. And big, but this was much much bigger than a 747. “
“I like it partly because I’ve often talked about you’d use a very large vehicle to go
between the stars and small Earth excursion modules to flit around down in the
atmosphere, where you have big gravity, high pressure, all the other things. So I like
the case, it’s got a lot of data, careful investigation – just a top notch example of
good UFO story.”
http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0801/18/lkl.01.html
FRIEDMAN: It reminds me of a case up in the Yukon in
1996, where a total of 31 witnesses were interviewed by a
civil engineer -- that were in groups of two and three
driving on the Klondike Highway in the middle of winter.
And they all described this huge thing in the sky that
was silent, that had very bright lights on it, that hung
around for quite awhile. [January 18, 2008 ]
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Yukon by Michael Swords of NICAP in 2009
“Not knowing Martin Jasek I can't "stand up in court" on this one, but
everything that I've heard says that this is not only a "good" but
possibly one of the best cases ever. Reasons for this include the
investigative context: one great advantage in living in a sparse
population area is that you can create a personal system for "getting in
touch" with about anyone who could possibly be involved with a UFO
incident. Jasek has apparently been able to do this. “
• NICAP -- http://www.nicap.org/
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Yukon by Richard Dolan
https://richarddolanmembers.com/members-content/rdmthe-spectacular-yukon-ufo-answer-forum/
• Dolan: At least 22 witnesses saw what appeared to
be a gigantic object, something on the order of the
Goodyear Blimp…. For a visual, here is Martin
Jasek’s own rendition of the object, based on all the
witness testimony and sketches he obtained. Kind
of amazing, right? These remote cases just fascinate
me. They are some of my favorite ones to look at.
• Andromeda -- Really great illustration, that craft
looks huge and amazing ,there is know way
someone would look at that craft and assume its
rocket, are you kidding me. These skeptics and
debunkers are ridiculous.
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

Factual errors in these opinions….
• “It lasted a long time” – Actually, nobody recalled their encounters
lasting more than a few minutes, but their estimate of that clock time
varied by a few hours.
• “They all described this huge thing in the sky” == Witness
descriptions ranged from a group of separate lights [NOT ‘a thing] to a
craft with lights, exactly similar to other reentry perceptions over the
decades.
• Tbs..
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WWW.CUFOS.ORG

HYNEK’S “CENTER FOR
UFO STUDIES” WAS NOT
IMPRESSED WITH THE
YUKON STORY.

• APPENDIX B: THE YUKON UFO AND REENTRY OBSERVATIONS
• http://www.cufos.org/pdfs/Skeptical_Explanations_Appendix_B.pdf
• Last modified July 2017 / Author unknown
• “But a reentry event happened undeniably on that night, was visible where the
witnesses were located, and passed west to east at the time most witnesses reported
their sightings. This evidence argues in favor of the reentry as the cause for the UFO
reports. So do the drawings that display the same range that characterizes the other
cases where reentry is the known cause. “
11/06/2020
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The Yukon “Giant Mothership” UFO // © Paranthropology vol.5, n° 1, pp. 4http://paranthropologyjournal.weebly.com/ == Established in 2010, “Paranthropology:
Journal of Anthropological Approaches to the Paranormal" is a free on-line journal devoted
to the promotion of social-scientific approaches to the study of paranormal experiences,
beliefs and phenomena in all of their varied guises. // LAST MODIFIED 17 May 2014
https://rr0.org/time/2/0/1/4/01/Bullard_IsTheAnomalistOnAFoolsErrand_Paranthropology/Yukon
/index.html

… NOR WAS JOURNAL
“PARANTHROPOLOGY”

Ufologists have objected that the sightings occurred over two or three hours,
not the few minutes that a reentry would be visible. They also fault skeptics for
ignoring one testimony that the object turned south, another that it stopped
and even began to approach the witness 4 . Yet the fact remains that the two
witnesses who looked at a clock state that their sightings occurred about 8:30,
the same time as the reentry, while the subjectivity of time can account for the
deviations in other accounts. The west-to-east motion of the UFO is cited in all
but one “outlier” instance, and the fact that witnesses over the 200-mile
stretch of highway report the same motion offers ready evidence that the
UFO was distant and not close at hand. Other details out of keeping with the
conventional explanation seem readily understandable as error and illusion on
the part of the individual witnesses reporting them. No substantial evidence
supports an anomalous identity for the Yukon UFO.
11/06/2020
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December 1996
Yukon UFO revisited
• Tim Printy’s SUNlite,
Vol 6 no 2 Mar-Apr 2014,
Pp 10-19
• Printy found unrecognized
fireball reports from Alaska
fitting satellite reentry
trajectory perfectly.

… NOR WAS “SUNlite”
ufological journal

http://www.astronomyufo.
com/UFO/SUNlite6_2.pdf
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TWO BALLS OF LIGHT FLASHED FROM
WEST TO EAST IN THE NORTHERN SKY AT
ABOUT 8 P.M. … [ANCHORAGE] WITNESSES
SAID ONE METEOR TRAVELED SLIGHTLY
BEHIND AND BELOW THE OTHER, AND BROKE
INTO SMALL PIECES AND DISAPPEARED AS
THE OTHER CONTINUED ON. .
HUNDREDS OF RESIDENTS….
THE SHOWER WAS SPOTTED BY PILOTS
ALL OVER THE STATE…. PILOTS REPORTED
SEEING GROUPS OF FOUR METEORS AT A
TIME. ….
[CREDIT: TIM PRINTY]

11/06/2020

Daily Sitka Sentinal,
Sitka, Alaska, USA,
Thurs, Dec 12, 1996,
Page
5
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NORTH

KNEE-JERK ‘METEOR
SHOWER’ EXPLANATION
WAS EASY TO REFUTE

Dec 11, 1996,
~8 pm local,
Anchorage, Alaska

“WEST TO EAST”

GEMINI

EAST

WEST

Geminids meteor
radiant in eastnortheast sky,
fireball motion
was opposite in
direction – but
consistent with
satellite reentry
track

https://www.heavens-above.com/SkyChart.aspx?lat=61.2163&lng=-149.8949&loc=Anchorage&alt=0&tz=NAST
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

BY NO MEANS ALL THE WITNESSES SAW A ‘MOTHERSHIP’
• … FOX6 was driving in the vicinity of Fox Lake when she noticed a glow
on her dashboard that could not be accounted for by the interior illumination
of her vehicle. She leaned forward to look up through her windshield and
observed a large arrangement of multi colored lights. The interior lights
in her car started to go dim and the music from her tape deck slowed down.
• … PEL1 was tending his trapline northeast of Pelly when he observed in the
distance to the southwest a long row of lights slowly moving over the hills.
At first he thought it was a large aircraft coming down. But it was moving
much too slowly. "It’s a UFO!" As he was walking his flashlight happened
to point in the direction of the UFO. As if reacting to his flashlight, the UFO
started speeding rapidly toward him. He instinctively cupped the end of his
flashlight. As soon as he completed this gesture, the UFO stopped in its
track. In a matter of less than a second, it was hovering an estimated 300
yards (275 metres) in front of him!
• ,,, At about the same time, PEL2 and PEL3 were travelling northbound just
south of Pelly Crossing. To the north they spotted a huge row of lights
slowly moving from left to right.
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

Jean
Van
Bibber
• Her husband didn’t believe her when he came

home. “She was flapping her arms trying to tell
me about it,” he said. Van Bibber’s descriptions
didn’t convince him until he went into town the
next day and met up with a friend, John TomTom, who’d seen it, too. “He’s a real straight
arrow,” Graham said. “Did you tell someone?” I
asked her. She leaned across the table, very
serious. “Who would you tell?”
• Jean Van Bibber
[www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI5CfBFSBDQ]
• “I seen sort of a huge cluster of stars all together.
Right away I realized it was a vehicle…. It went
just below the Big Dipper in the sky and it was
the same length…. You couldn’t see the outline
of the UFO but you could see the lights.. there
were individual lights for several stories… It
looked like something that huge shouldn’t be
moving in a straight line at that speed…”
11/06/2020

In the film produced about the Yukon UFO with
the title, “It came from the heavens”, a witness
named Jean VanBibber said she talked to a Royal
Canadian Mountain Police (RCMP) the next day.
He apparently saw the event but had come to a
different conclusion about what he had observed:
“I went to the post office and...the next day and I
saw the RCMP there and I told him, I said, well, I
saw that big UFO that flew over yesterday... last
night. And he said, that was no UFO, that was a
meteor breaking up...”
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

Jean Van Bibber == “I seen sort
of a huge cluster of stars all
together. …. It went just below
the Big Dipper in the sky and it
was the same length…. “

EXACTLY WHERE THE REENTRY
FIREBALL SWARM PASSED
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

Original sketch
versus
improved later
drawings
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

TELEVISION
REENACTMENTS
11/06/2020
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The UFO Incident of Fox Lake in 1996! Witnessed by More Than 20 People
in Yukon Canada! // The Real MLordandGod
YUKON DEC 11, 1996

UFOS SHOWN IN
FRONT OF THE
MOUNTAINS…
FAKE IMAGES, OF
COURSE

https://youtu.be/p54xXOXdwVM

YUKON DEC 11, 1996

1996-069B
1996 Dec 11 20:30
local [utc-7]
Use internet application
www.wolframalpha.com to ask the
question “Location of satellite
1996-069B on December 12, 1996,
at 00:00 UTC”

https://www.n2yo.com/satellite/?s=24671
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

The 1996 Cosmos 2335 RB Decay //Harro Zimmer (Harro.Zimmer@t-online.de)
Date: Tue May 01 2012 // http://satobs.org/seesat/May-2012/0015.html
• Ted Molczan's impressive and fascinating analysis of the Cosmos 2335 RB ('#24671) on Dec 12, 1996
stimulated me to investigate the case with my special perturbation decay program., Based on the
ELSETs 96346.926... - 96347.110... (SFX 81, AP 09) and the propagator NRL-MSISE-00 the results are
• Altitude 80 km ; Dec 12, 1996 : 04:25:30 UTC

• Altitude 10 km

: 04:31:06 UTC

• The visibility conditions for 3 reported observation locations are also in good agreement with Ted's
results. The differences in time and altitudes are only in the order of a few seconds and a few
degrees. Ted had the kindness to store my relevant data runs in the SeeSat reference archive. Here
the links: http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/96069B/Cosmos_2335_RB_Run_1_Decay_Path.txt
• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/96069B/C_2335_RB_Run_1_FOX4_and_5.txt

• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/96069B/C_2335_RB_Run_1_Pelly_Crossing.txt
• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/96069B/C_2335_RB_Run_1_Mayo.txt
• It is nice to see that the two quite different approaches delivers nearly identical results.
11/06/2020
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YUKON DEC 11, 1996

Sheaffer -- critical comments to his blog
https://badufos.blogspot.com/2012/04/top-ten-ufo-case-yukon-canada-1996.html

pakow February 17, 2014 at 4:06 PM == Wow, booster re-entry, what a
bunch of hog wash…. Well from the witnesses descriptions and the time line,
it clearly was not the Russian rocket booster. Just because something
happens on the same night is just a cheap shot at trying to debunk this
obviously very credible incident. I wonder why there's always people who
have to try and say that all UFO's are not real? All I can guess is that it
somehow threatens their closed-minded religious beliefs, either that or
they're just typical Republicans
ShawnMarch 10, 2013 at 9:05 AM == I want to believe this one was 'busted’.
But the mathematics doesn't match the witness statements' times of
viewing. You say each witness saw something for a few minutes. But those
"few minutes" were hours apart according to the timeline of the event. The
earliest saw something around 7 pm, the others at various times thereafter,
and the last witnesses spotting something around 10 pm. How, exactly, do
you account for this 3 hour discrepancy in sightings?
11/06/2020
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September 1, 1999 Russian comsat
booster reentry over California

California, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington
11/06/2020
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SEPT 1ST 1999 LOCAL SIGHTING REPORT & FLAP ANALYSIS •
http://web.archive.org/web/20041214192522/http://psiapplications.com/septsightinga.htm
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September 1, 1999
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Big Blue flame coming
out of a giant flying
object maybe 200’ –
300’ long and 80’ –
100’ wide and 75’ tall.
Moving at a slow pace
towards vacavill. And
maybe 200’ off the
ground. It was visible
for one minute then
gone the next. Ten
minutes later I heard
about one dozen
tomcats taking off…
The flame coming out
of ship was 75’ long.
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September 1, 1999 Russian comsat booster reentry over Oregon/California •
http://psi-app.com/SeptSightingC.htm •
http://www.psiapplications.com/SeptSightingB.htm •
on the evening of September 1st between 9:00 - 9:45 PM, Proton upper
stage, object # 25761' •
Moreno: http://www.psiapplications.com/SeptSightingA.htm •
“ an array of activity over a 3 state area which seems contrary to falling
space debris. The majority of reports indicate multiple lights, flying in
controlled formations, parallel to the ground on their own trajectories. A
small remaining percentage of reports, however, do seem to indicate what
would be expected of falling space debris.” •
“It is clear from the detailed reports on this local case that this incident was
NOT a returning rocket booster or space debris…. Only two possibilities
remain, either a super-secret government Black Budget craft, or an
extraterrestrial UFO.
11/06/2020
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Sept 1, 1999
California
NOTES :
1. Point A is where 1st
witness Ben reported
object
2.

2. Point B is where 2nd
witness John reported
object

3.

3. Notice trajectory
passes by 2 maroon
colored areas. 1st one is
Travis A.F.B., 2nd one
is a Naval Radio Station
on a govt reservation.
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William C. Burton bburton@usgs.gov // Subject: Look, up in the sky!
From: Toby Hemenway hemenway@jeffnet.org
September 1, 1999
Dear Bill: Last night Carolyn and I were sitting on our back deck talking and
watching the Milky Way grow bright. We saw 2 or 3 meteors in a short time,
about as many as I'd seen in this year's Perseids. Suddenly Carolyn called out,
"Toby, look at that!" and pointed to the southwest. Low in the sky a meteor
was slowly arcing eastward. It was big and slow, leaving a streak several times
broader than any of the night's others. And it just kept going, leaving a tail a
degree or two long. As I watched, stunned that it was still visible, I could see a
second smaller body in the tail moving at the same speed. Then it arced lower
and turned flame yellow, increasing in size, almost seeming to spit off sparks. I
could easily discern a spherical mass; it was enormous! It traversed the entire
sky, taking 20 or 30 seconds as I danced excitedly on the deck watching. When
it neared the eastern horizon, the yellow ball split in two, both bodies moving
in parallel. Somehow I kept expecting one piece to drop away, but Newton
doesn't work that way, I realized, and they kept moving together, followed by
the original fragment in the tail. Finally the whole incredible show disappeared
slowly into the light of Roseburg on the horizon, and I knew I'd seen something
I'd remember all my life. This is what email's for, isn't it? still awestruck, Toby
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September 1, 1999
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September 1, 1999
According to Rolwes, Major Nouis explained that the sighting was caused "by a Russian rocket engine,
NORAD Catalogue Number 25761," which was part of a Russian SL-12 supply rocket launched from
the Baikonur cosmodrome on February 28, 1999. The SL-12 "reentered Earth's atmosphere at 10:11
p.m. (9:11 p.m. Pacific time--J.T.) at 17,000 miles per hour," resulting in the trail of flaming space
debris seen by the witnesses. (Many thanks to Steve Wilson Sr. for this story.)
http://www.ufohunters.com/sightings/search/514399ba0ad2e1e9be44c133/UFO%
20Sighting%20in%20%20Coos%20Bay,%20OR%20on%20Wednesda y%2001%20September%201999 •
===============
http://www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/News_Items-3.htm#10- 24-99 O

"I'm particularly intrigued by this allegation or assertion that military jets were going out
of the Portland area apparently headed south," Davenport said as he played outtakes of
messages from unidentified callers to his UFO hot line. "It's going to be very difficult to
force this one into the space junk box.“ •
"They're lying to us," Davenport told The Oregonian. "My impression at this time, based
on the evidence available to me, is that we're not getting an accurate story from either
NORAD or the Air National Guard."
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September 1, 1999

Raduga-104 aux motor 99-010E #25671
• Ted Molczan == The report cited by Ed Cannon is indeed in very good
agreement with Raduga 104 aux motor. Alan Pickup's predicted elset for its
final orbit:
• 1 25761U 99010E 99245.16603396 6.41276226 33610+2 47767-2 0
91166
• 2 25761 46.9244 159.3809 0384029 73.8469 290.3455 15.73862124 3527
• which is found at: http://www.wingar.demon.co.uk/satevo/dkwatch/
• predicts a roughly west to east pass, culminating 66 deg above the
northern horizon, at 21:26:50 PST on 1 Sep 99 (4:26:50 UTC on 2 Sep), as
seen from Redding, CA.
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Sep 7, 1999 florida reentry

Harro.Zimmer (Harro.Zimmer@t-online.de) Wed, 8 Sep 1999 11:57:27 +0200
Re:Decay visible from Florida“ “ A local TV report mentioned a satellite decay on Sept.7
"around 5:20 AM local“ visible from the "West Coast of Florida" and associated it with an"
SL-12 rocket body, used to launch a Russian communications satellite".

September 7, 1999 booster reentry fireball seen from Tampa, Florida.
Ignatius Graffeo, UFOSEEK.org : “Booster debris or space junk reentering and
burning up in the atmosphere do not have multi-colored signal lights flashing,
hover, then go straight up, nor are triangular-shaped, level-flying objects… . The
Tampa video appears to be an object that is under intelligent control, not a
burning hunk of space junk.” He later added, “Witnesses … said at one point during
the sighting the UFO hovered motionless and then ascended rapidly out of view.”
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Sep 7, 1999

• Ted Molczan: Here is the final elset from OIG:
• 1 25898U 99047C 99250.29189269 .24561121 12816-4 12549-3 0 115
• 2 25898 51.6443 240.3662 0031606 276.2076 83.5359 16.52750209 95

• It produces a WNW to SSE pass, that culminated 25 deg above the SW horizon at about 5:02 Am
local time or 9:02 UTC on 7 Sep 99, in good agreement with the descriptions in the article.

• There is an article in the St. Pete Times .
https://web.archive.org/web/199911040
00356/http://sptimes.com/News/90899/
TampaBay/Mystery_lights_turn_o.shtml
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Sep 7, 1999 - New Orleans observation
• Joseph A. Dellinger (jdellinger@amoco.com)
• Wed, 8 Sep 1999 11:27:58 -0500 (CDT)
•
I heard from a friend at work that he also saw a spectacular decay on Sept 7
from New Orleans, at 4:03AM CDT, dead overhead going South-SouthEast,
leaving a long trail behind it. I would guess this was the same decay observed
from Florida.
•
He claims that it was "fat". Is this possible? I could understand the contrail
having some perceptible diameter, but he claims that even the re-entering object
itself had a perceptible diameter to it. Was this an optical illusion, or what? Or
given the angle ("it was headed directly away from me") was he merely seeing
the contrail at a shallow angle?
• REPLY Yes, this fits reasonably well with the final OIG elset. Using rough co-ordinates of
29.9 N and 90.1 W, I get a pass culminating at 4:01 CDT, 46 deg elevation in the
NE, headed SE. If I force the pass 7 minutes late, then it goes overhead at those
co-ordinates. Since the object was very low, and New Orleans and suburbs is
large, the exact sky-path would be strongly dependent on one's exact location.
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Sep 7, 1999 : Tampa Bay Mystery Lights 'Rocket's Red Glare’
• Source: NUFORC == Channel 9, WFTV, ran a tape of the object seen over the
Central Florida area last Tuesday (?). It was rather a good tape, so perhaps you
could contact them and get a copy. I sent this message to Art on Thursday night,
but thought I would try sending it directly to you
• https://www.ufohunters.com/sightings/search/514399ba0ad2e1e9be44c130/UFO%20Sighting%20in%20%20Cent
ral%20Florida,%20FL%20on%20Tuesday%2007%20September%201999

• Date: Mon, 13 Sep 1999 17:46:27 GMT
• I listened to it via Real Audio yesterday. I must say that the reports that Peter
Davenport was getting from Tampa of an object altering direction and in view
long enough for someone to allegedly video tape does not sound like an object
traveling at 17,000 mph without any sort of intelligent guidance. Moreover,
unsubstantiated reports on the show by a clergyman of F-16s being scrambled
from McDill AFB and some coming back damaged create even more of a
mystery. I invite the list to listen and comment. The Tampa UFO is discussed
during the first hour at: http://ww2.broadcast.com/artbell/sept99.stm
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Sep 7,
1999

Tampa
ufo
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UFO EXPERT MAKES ALL THE TRADITIONAL ARGUMENTS THAT IT MUST
HAVE BEEN A UFO AND COULD NOT HAVE BEEN A REENTERING SATELLITE
From: Ignatius Graffeo Date: Thu, 9 Sep 1999 07:49:22 EDT Fwd Date: Thu, 09 Sep 1999
19:08:24 -0400 Subject: Re: Tampa Bay Mystery Lights 'Rocket's Red Glare'

• http://www.sptimes.com:80/News/90899/TampaBay/Mystery_lights_turn_o.shtml
• But I don't buy this explanation ; ( Do you? Seems like these "booster" rockets are a
convenient cover story. It used to be meteors, temperature inversions, or the
planet Venus, now it's Russian boosters. If this is true, why aren't our local civil
defense authorities concerned about warning people in populated areas on falling
booster tonnage? And why are "Russian" boosters all of a sudden falling across US
territory?? That last "booster" (item # 25761) which fell over the Western part of
the country wasn't even in NORADS catalog! See:
http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/skywatch/msg06842.shtml
• I think these "official" mainstream newspaper stories and quick explanations about
"booster catalog parts" and are obviously nothing more than disinformation to
dissuade the general public from getting too concerned about something which the
government wants to keep a lid on for whatever reason. We deserve to know what
the he_ l is going on! HEADS UP!!
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Sep 7, 1999 booster reentry fireball seen from Tampa, Florida.

October 8, 1999
• “Booster debris or space junk reentering and burning up in the atmosphere do not have
multi-colored signal lights flashing, hover, then go straight up, nor are triangularshaped, level-flying objects… . The Tampa video appears to be an object that is under
intelligent control, not a burning hunk of space junk.” He later added, “Witnesses …
said at one point during the sighting the UFO hovered motionless and then ascended
rapidly out of view.”
Ignatius Graffeo, UFOSEEK.org,

The video just shows parallel-moving lights, which Graffeo insists were all on one large
structure: “The characteristic triangular shape is evident even in the conversion copies
…You must not simply look at a ‘flat picture’ but perceive the subtle highlights and linear
perspective of the object in the video as it moves with the brighter areas. Watch the 2
lights on the left side of the object very carefully. The craft displays distinctive lights,
especially at the corners, which reflect off its metallic-looking frame revealing its
symmetrical, triangular shape. The upper surface area appears to be a structural matrix
of some kind. If you view the video, you will clearly see 2 lights blinking-- alternating red,
white, green and amber on the left wing section, and a larger white light pulsate on the
front of the object. The craft seems to be moving from left to right.”

Graffeo dismisses the reentry explanation as preposterous: “I'm amazed how such a
sighting could be mistaken for a rocket booster re-entering the atmosphere! The craft
was observed to be moving very slowly. It tilts and reorients itself. This is not what a
falling rocket booster does! The news report is rife with disinformation and confusion. It
is truly frightening how this type of craft can flaunt itself in our skies and be
explained away and dismissed so easily. This video speaks for itself.”
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Sep 7, 1999 == Graffeo [continued]
• The video just shows parallel-moving lights, which Graffeo insists were all on
one large structure: “The characteristic triangular shape is evident even in the
conversion copies …You must not simply look at a ‘flat picture’ but perceive the
subtle highlights and linear perspective of the object in the video as it moves
with the brighter areas. Watch the 2 lights on the left side of the object very
carefully. The craft displays distinctive lights, especially at the corners, which
reflect off its metallic-looking frame revealing its symmetrical, triangular shape.
The upper surface area appears to be a structural matrix of some kind. If you
view the video, you will clearly see 2 lights blinking-- alternating red, white, green
and amber on the left wing section, and a larger white light pulsate on the front
of the object. The craft seems to be moving from left to right.”

Graffeo dismisses the reentry explanation as preposterous: “I'm amazed how
such a sighting could be mistaken for a rocket booster re-entering the
atmosphere! The craft was observed to be moving very slowly. It tilts and
reorients itself. This is not what a falling rocket booster does! The news report is
rife with disinformation and confusion. It is truly frightening how this type of
craft can flaunt itself in our skies and be explained away and dismissed so
easily. This video speaks for itself.”
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Chile-Argentina May 10, 2013

EXCELLENT ANALOG TO HAWAII
REENTRY, LATE IN FIREBALL PHASE

https://youtu.be/OWDBeVoJVV0
And https://youtu.be/2BAy3Ze6JL8
Compilation
https://youtu.be/pM9zbpQYIJ4

http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy/2013/05/11/video_satelli
te_re_entry_looks_like_ufos_over_south_america.html
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July 18, 2020 reentry over Texas
•…
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July 18, 2020 reentry over Texas
Russian rocket stage, 2019-079C, from the launch
of Kosmos 2542 a year earlier.

•
11/06/2020
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• https://fireball.amsmeteors.org/members/imo_view/event/2020/3478

July 18, 2020 reentry over Texas
Russian rocket stage, 2019-079C, from the launch
of Kosmos 2542 in 2018.

https://fireball.amsmeteors.org/members/imo_view/event/2020/3478
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https://www.amsmeteors.org/
From International Meteor Organization
https://fireball.imo.net/members/imo_view/e
vent/2020/3478: This is not a fireball, but the
re-entry of a Russian rocket SL-4 that
launched the Cosmos 2542 satellite on
November 25, 2019 from Plesetsk Missile and
Space Complex in Russia. Still, one of the
COOLEST things I’ve ever seen!

https://fireball.amsmeteors.org/memb
ers/imo_view/event/2020/3478
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Anthony Franze
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=624591314832114
• David Strickland == During my walk with Jack tonight there was an object
fly across the sky East from Wichita Falls. It was very bright in terms of
what look like a jet engine when you see it from a rear view. The yellow
tail stream (flames) were about twice the length of a fighter from
Sheppard. It was bright and very obvious. It traveled southward about Jolly
Bellevue line going significantly faster than the pilots normally fly. It went
dark about Lake Arrowhead - Scotland. Normal flight patterns would have
been above it. Time was 22:02. Couldn’t get my phone out fast enough.
• Jose N Michelle Herrera == Don't most things that come from space come
in fast, to me that was too slow to be a meteor.
• Edel Viramontez Molina == exactly. It was slow and large.
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Witness reports [2020/07/18]
• another from Pecos says “At first it seemed like it was coming from the
airport maybe and like a plane was on fire or exploding but it was going
too fast and still heading up to over my head and continuing fiery and
exploding before I was able to realize what it was or wasn’t.”
https://www.cbs7.com/2020/07/18/reported-meteor-fireball-streaks-across-thepermian-basin-sky-saturday-morning/
• Granite Shoals, TX testimony submitted to MUFON (case 110213): "Pretty
straightforward. It looks similar to a string of lights like Christmas lights in a tube
or the lights on a theater floor. No sound and no emission. Flying at a similar
altitude as a small prop plane so pretty low. It seemed illusory like a projection“
• I did find it curious that all the videos show the lights traveling upward,
rather than crashing downward. That may be a clue as to what exactly
happened here. -- https://www.texasufosightings.com/newsightings/meteorrocketufo-seen-over-texas-mass-sighting
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Witness reports [2020/07/18]
• junior Mendoza == I witnessed with my neighbors but did not know what
it was at the time. I didn't record because my phone was in my home out
of reach. At first glance I mistook it for fireworks then realized it was much
larger. I then feared it being a plane on fire
• Panama Jack == I seen it driving on hwy 283. I drove right under it and
to tell you the truth it didn't look like space junk. Also Fort Stockton wasn't
too far away from where I seen it. It was too massive and stretched out to
be space junk
• TheGr8CosmicMother == The second clip, that thing slowed down and
turned slightly.
• Franky J == Yea I was driving from the East of S.A.. to downtown... I saw
it.. right on top of me!... crazy!!!
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Witness reports [2020/07/18]
• Jamal Laidley == That's a strange meteor it's seems to be traveling on a guided
flight path
• ar den == LIES - that's no rocket
• Robii McCann == Something was breaking up over the sky at 01:03 MST in
Hobbs NM it looked so low and was at such an odd angle that another vehicle
and myself pulled off the road because it seemed like it was going to land right
where we were at the 3100 Block of N. Lovington Hwy. it was heading in Northern
direction we here heading in a SW direction. Interesting part was how slow and
low it was traveling.
• Stephanie Munoz == Just last night outside of Brenham TX my husband and I
were looking for comet Neowise but instead saw something very similar to this. It
started from where the sun was setting and went north over our heads and I got
cell phone video of it. It looked like a shiny rock on fire moving across the sky
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WATCH THE SKIES
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